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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thurs
day, June 2, 1949

County Survey

Butler Band Won Highest Honors
estilts Reported In Competitions
During This Year

Group
Jo CitizensAgri-

Industry And
culture Can Be
Expanded In Caldwell,
ER. Murphy Says
lics of a survey of Cald-

1 Bank Cashier Dies
Sunday, May 29,
, Following Stroke
Funer

r4uttibei 49
-

WEE ONE WITH A 'GUN' IN LONDON

al Rites Conduccted
Tuesday For Howard
Rice, Lifelong County
Resident

Decision To Be
Made Friday On
Hospital Start
Building Committee And
Fiscal Court Will
Confer; Necessary
Money Available

county started last Fall
Howard Rice, lifelong resident
vsented Tuesday night to
The Building Committee for
of Fredonia and Princeton, died
the new Caldwell County War
,ers of the Caldwell Coure
Sunday, May 29, in a Veterans
Memorial Hospital will meet with
teens Committee by E. R.
Hospital, Marion, Ill., after sufthe Fiscal Court Friday afteriv, manager of the farm
fering a stroke May 12:
department, Kentucky.
noon at 2 o'clock, to decide whette,
Funeral services were conducted Tuesday afternoon in the
er contracts will be let immed.es Co., Lexington, who
Fredonia Presbyterian Church,
iately for construction of the
c the survey,
the Rev. A. J. Van Wyk, passurvey.
health institution, Thos. J. Simthe
are
,
welded in
tor of Central Presbyterian
mons, chairman, said Wednesday.
.nt agricultural, industrial
Church, Henderson, in charge.
Mr. Simmons and R. S. Gregory,
general conditions, with
Burial was in the cemetery there.
who went to Washington last
Mr. Rice, who was 58 year old
',Ns on how these can be
Thursday to confer with RFC oflast December, was born and
eied to bring snore prosficials about a $80,000 loan, needreared at Fredonia. At the time
and better living to the
ed to pay for equipment for the
unity.
of his death he was living at 118
new hospital, said they received
survey is only the beginHighland, Princeton. He hid
assurances that "there is every
been cashier of the Farmers NaMr. Murphy said. "It will
hope of Working out the problems
tional Bank here nearly 10 years.
• me, effort, determination
Connected with this loan."
emey to get results. Those
Previously he had been cashier
They were told it is necessary
of the Fredonia Valley Bank.
.rge must weigh the facts,
Pictured here is the Butler
first to work out a plan which
what are the best methods
open to those who will be in the
He was a member of the FreJimmie Bodenhamer, Dot Ruswill assure there will be no legal
donia Presbyterian Churc h,
•tacking the problems, and High School Band, the only one band next year, graduates and
entanglements later on regardsell, Tommy Bishop, Shirley which he
ahead. They must plan to rate superior in Class B com- grade school pupils, he said.
joined
in
his
youth.
Paring how the RFC loan is to be reRyan, Larry Wilson and Director
future and not leave petition in the recent
Two-year-old Wayne Boyd is in
He is survived by a 6-year-old
dead earnest as he draws a paid.
State Music ents and friends may attend
practice.
to chance if Caldwell *Festival,
K. V. Bryant. Third row: Betty son, Robert, and a brother, Guy "bead" on a London bAby duripg a morning stroll
Bowling Green.
The buliding committee, which
in the British
Rice, Henderson. His wife, Mrs. capitol. The youngster is a son of U. S. navy
• is to grow the way they
Another summer activity of Ruth Travis, Bobby
chief Warrant Officer is comprised by Judge G. G. HarBridges,
This is the first year the ButFrank
Martin
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n Whitnell Rice, died
the band will be a camping trip Don
Boyd of Hampton, S. C., and Mrs.
Martin. Boyd is relson, S. J. Lowry, John E.
Poindexter, Howard Stone,
ler Band has rated higher than
stationed at U. S. naval headquarters
survey is not as broad
April 9, 1946.
at Kuttawa Springs during one
in London. (AP Wirephoto) Young, R. S. Gregory, Wylie
Sara Richie, Judy Haile, Ronnie
an old rival, Madisonville,
Di- week in August.
Active pallbearers were John
a. should be, perhaps, but it
Jones, Judge Clyde Wood and
Wilson, Pat Horn, Barbara BisEd Young, William Young, John Princetonians Attend
revealing. It will take a long- rector K. V. Bryant said
Officers for the coming year hop,
Mr. Simmons, met Tuesday night
Jackie
The
Koltin
52sky
and Wil- Rice, J. B. Lester,
piece band, with five are Howar
administration to achieve
Edwin Rice Shrine Ceremonial
d Stone, president; ma Prince. Fourth
to hear a report of its sub-commajorettes, marched and played
row:
David
and
Guy
. The responsibility
Rice,
Bobby McConnell, vice-persident; Alexan
Jr.
mittee on results of the Washder, Billy Mitchell, Jerat football games, presented conAt Hopkinsville
Honorary
-e assumed, goals must be
Sara Richie, secretary, and Paty ry
pallbearers were
ington trip. It was told that RFC
Loftus,
Among
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certs
Joe
those
Pierce,
during
from
Joan
Princet
the
on
year
Carl Sparks, J. M. Wood, E. E.
and took Horn, treasurer.
t the plan must be workofficials at Louisville and the
Jacob, Jimmy Boren, Rosie Beck,
part in the annual Spring FesEastland, J. F. Graham, R. U. who attended the Shrine Spring
Members of the outstanding Jimmie
State Department of Health have
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Leftwi
To
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Begin
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at
the
MonBucksschool. It was among Butler Band
Kevil, H W. Nichols and B. T. Ceremonial Monday, Hopkinsestions made by Mr. Muradvised that contracts be let now
for 1948-49 were lew, Bobby Hogan,
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Farmers ville, were Dr. and Mrs. C. F. day, Other Will
for construction of the building
John
Newso
m and Bobby Mc- National Band;
the Scout Circus this spring at
Deautification
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project in
and final decision on this is exEarl Start June 13
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Roberts, Mar- Attend UDC Meeting
Brown and son, Mr. and Mrs. J. and the other Monday, June 13. Chairman Simmons said, "and
inded and improved ag- concerts, Mr. Bryant said.
Stevens Ann Kern, Patsy Short, shall
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ge, Jimmie Hodge, At Kuttawa Springs
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RFC loan will be forthcoming by
Monday Johnny Loftus, Wayne Catlett, by,
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Awarded; Other Six
and Mrs. Paul Cunningham, and
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Get Ribbons
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place
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After that date, registration
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will
be
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and will
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Service Free As Part
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aign Against
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9 o'clock
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who will be 21 on or before the youth, is being held for questionTo Preside
Neil Dunbar,
al.
Over State
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June
term
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A co-operative school will be
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said.
tuberculosis, the service of the conducted two
"
p araduated last weeken red ribbon in single dernonstra- will convene at 9 o'clock Monday resident of the State 1 year, of
weeks, 9 to 11 Weather Bureau reported Tuesd
unit is free to, all persons in the o'clock each
Caldwell county six months, and
fr.-el Castle Heights
morning except day that recent cold weather
Military tion, treating plant beds with morning, June 6, with a docket of the precinct 60 days,
State. The unit will be here Saturdays, at
all prior
Eastside Grade has retarded the growth of most
y, Lebanon. Tenn, Miss methyl bromide.
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several days, the exact length School by Centra
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6.
l Presbyterian vegetation but was favorable for
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of
and
time
batWomen
.to
be
announ
voters married since
ced later, and Cumberland Presbyterian farm work.
B. Cameron, Mr.
and Mrs. ones participating in the. _con- tery, false sweari
Cash,
Dr,
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county healtth Churches. The school will begin
ng, obtaining lest voting should register under
Cantrell and Miss
Corn planting in the State is
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officer said.
June 13. Teachers from both nearly complete, with
attended some of corn- attend 4-H Week June 7-11, Lex- money under false pretenses and their married names, the clerk
good
carrying concealed a deadly said.
All persons in the county are churches will be in charge
'rent programs
of stands reported. Tobacco transExerci
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Sunday ington. Others to attend 4-H weapon.
Be
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to
take
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advant
who
age
of
the
are
the
in doubt conprogram.
planting was reported general
emday.
Week are Jacqueline Shoulders,
unit's service, a member of the
Bowers Mors e, Negro, is cerning their registrations are
Friday Morning In
The schools are open to all during the last week., Some
county style revue winner, and
esCounty Health Department said. children 4 years old and
charged with murder in the urged to check registration re- Catho
timates were that one-fourth to
older.
A. Woodall, Jr.
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one-hal
First
f
of
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graduation exercises of
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judging winner.
1926, and Hal Jordon, Negro, is fice, Mr. Stevens said.
Distinction At Murray
been completed.
St. Paul's Catholic Sohool will ted to the purchase of a Mobile Pfc. Hillyard Drive
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home
s
X-Ray
under indictment for murder in
Unit
and Mrs C. A
by
the
State
Depart
Fruit prospects, the report
be conducted at 8 o'clock Friday
Woodall, demonstration agent, and R. A.
Jeep In Motor Pool
the death in January of Eddie Sund
el Mr and Mrs
said, range from excellent in
morning, June 3, in St. Paul's ment.
ay School Officers
Eugene Mabry, county agent, accomPrivate
Canter, Negro.
First
e attended the
Class
Tommy western Kentucky counties to a
Church. Jackie Pedley, who will
graduat- panied the group to the district
Hillyard is a jeep driver with very light
Judge H. F, S. Bailey, Madi- And Teachers Elected
eoises of C. A Woodal
receive a diploma from the Present And Future
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l, meeting.
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and
teacher
the
' Murray State
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Headqu
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arters Company mo- where extensive frost
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Teachers
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which
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A. Improving At Home
The present an dfuture of Ken- Camp Drake, Tokyo, Japan.
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of Music Education. He
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on, enGeorge Stephens, 207 Shepprocess
ion
from
Hopkinsville ing in a Louisville hospital for
the
school
to discussed at Tuesday night's listed in the Army
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after com- herdson, is in the I. C. Hospita
l,
treatment of a broken ankle.
Pinnegar, treasurer; the Rev. the church, all pupils taking meeting of the Rotary Club by pleting a tour of duty with the
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Chaplain Trewalla Is
Rodolph Lane, teacher of adult two boys and two girls dressed Harold Fischer, superintendent of Navy which began in 1944.
treatment.
Jackie accompanied by Kentucky Dam State Park. Visitmen's class; Mrs. Ray Ward, part
Methodists' Speaker
Chaplain James Trewalla, Vet- adult women; Melvin Fralick, two boys and two girls° dressed ing Rotarian was the Rev. Leserans Hospital, Outwood, spoke senior boys; Mrs. Bennett Lar- in white, will be last in line. lie Bowers, Dawson Springs.
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In addition, the processing and survey
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be 4 o'clock was 157 years old Tuesday. The
emrety, and
health benefits it spreads and
Okla., where they attended gradquell- this, my first race for a county national. He will go to New York Saturday afternoon, June 4, Mrs.
At least 21,000 persons are the land it conserv
state exam''', paseett thehaving
Bluegrass State was admitted uation exercises
es.
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for
seniors pf employed fulltime in,
to attend the annual convention Leo Linton, executive secretary,
her eh
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to the union June 1. 1792,. as the Olklahoma College
i„nd "
1/
. Their son, cessing and distributing
offer myself
of Rotary International June 12- said. The meeting will be
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of these increased grassland forage acrein 15th state. There was formal ob- William, who
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kiate for Tax
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16,
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Vacation Bible
Schools Planned

4-H Club Members
Win In District

June 1 Is Deadline
For Registration

X-Ray Unit To Be
Here This Month

Circuit Court To
Convene Monday

Cool Weather Is
Retarding Crops

St. Paul's School
To Graduate One

Miss Maggie Dunbar
For County Tax Assessor

Dairying Called State's
Most Valuable Industry
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A Heartening Forecast
"We are past the peak of prices but we
are not headed for a crack-up, not even
equal to the 1921 depression", W. H.
Stead, vice president of the St. Louis
Federal Reserve Bank, told bankers and
their guests at a dinner meeting in
Owensboro last week, one of ten such
meetings held in Kentucky under auspices of the Kentucky Bankers Association through its agriculturdl committee
and with cooperation of the Federal Reserve banks of St. Louis and Cleveland.
Discussing "What's Ahead For Agriculture", the St. Louis federal authority
listed factors which he said were favorable to Kentucky agriculture and indicated farmers of this State are not in for
a severe depression.
The favorable factors Mr. Stead mentioned included: Large demand for farm
products, a big backlog of savings, relatively low unemployment, good foreign
demand for farm products and high
governmental expenditure. Farmers have
a good, sound program and will not be
pinched as in other depressions, he declared.
This is heartening news for this com-

=nay, since agricultural prosperity
means good times for us all.
We have seen, in our time, that depressions, recessions and panics do not affect
communities like this so greatly as they
do more highly industrialized communities .. . just as booms are not so markedly manifest here as they are in larger
cities.
This makes for a sound economic condition, year in and year out; and we are
fortunate indeed that our community is
in the classification.
It is patent to almost all business men
hereabouts that when our farmers are
doing well, the community fares the
same.
As the current "disinflation" thrives
illong its anticipated course, it should be
remembered we have excellent safeguards
against a bad depression, chief of which
is that the backbone of our security is
our farmers' well being.
In the light of Mr., Stead's testimony
and according to the best information
available, Kentucky farmers are going to
be making pretty good wofits for some
years to come.

are striking reminders of as*
scription on a tombstone is
Arkansas cemetery. it riks
"Here lies the body of Mar*
Hanks, beloved wife of Ts**
menu
Hen
eut,.
swat_
ateamatry
Ftapieap-on
aidants---;yesa. thenight, along with some shoulders monument was erected b
than any other kind.
husband as a tribute ts
*
*
*
and some bacon.
• • IT
memory, and as a specimen
Blackfoot, Idaho, home of the
These days of tying up all his work. You, too, can hoe,
late Judge Guy Stevens and
family, is booming because a sorts of advertising with other- monument of this some style lot
wise acceptable radio programs $250.00."
new atomic reactor plant is to
. . acbe constructed nearby
cording to a newspaper clipping
lent me by "Miss Sally" Catlett.
whose daughter. Corrine, is the
Judge's widow. The town is busy
improving its sanitation, streets,
water supply and "all Miser
public services", in order to
take care of its new citizens properly.
*
*
*
Princeton needs a new (small)
industry which would employ
400-500 men workers. Especially is this true since in our community, as elsewhere throughout the country, farm population
is being rapidly depleted by
mechanization of farms. Like
Blackfoot, Ida., however, we
need to improve all our public
. to take care of presservices
ent population and that which
is sure to come in the next
decade.

abandoned this scheme for the
present session.
*
*
*
Elizabethtown News says next
t2) traffic fatalities, polltical ac-
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Bobby Bishop wanted a Scout
knife . .. and was in good negotiating position, having just undergone a tonsillectomy. He approached Mammy Bishop but
drew a blank. "Mammy", said
Bobby, "C. J. is dead, isn't he?"
"Yes", was Mrs. Bishop's reply.
"Well, do you ever get letters
from him", queried the youngster. "No," said grandma. "Well,
if you do get a letter from him,
he will tell you to buy me a
Scout knife," little Bob said
positively. Mrs. B. bought the
Scout knife.
*
*
Nancy and Johnny McKinney
were guests of honor at the charivari last Wednesday night at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Parrent, Saratoga. Johnny said he
never had heard a "shivaree"
before, but he is now well qualified to describe one. Those who
rang the cowbells said expressions on Nancy's and Johnny's
faces well repaid them of their
efforts.
*
*
*
Jackie has a red cap and gown
in which he will be graduated
from the Eighth grade of S.
Paul's School ... the first graduate, by the way. He said he
guessed he will be the valedictorian, salutatorian and "the
works" at this commencement
. . . and without the strain of

having to make a speech, figures
he will rather enjoy it.
*
*
*
Bob and Kate Estill, old Lexington friends now resident in
the superintendent's house at the
big fluorspar operation, Mexico,
came to our house one night
recently bearing gifts which
were most welcome . . . strawberries, Bibb lettuce, asparagus
and peas from their big garden.
Bob said he has certainly met
a lot of mighty fine people
since coming to the Pennyrile
. . . and thinks fishing in Kentucky Lake the finest he ever
has had.
*
*
*
Glenn Farmer is on top in his
annual fishing contest with Wife
4Grace, having snagged a 6,
pound bass recently while the
G. F. was settling for a 3-pounder. Last summer Grace won.
*
*
*
My old pal, Col. Joe T. Lovett
hit our town last weekend . . .
and work ceased for a spell. Joe
has been working for the National Physicians Committee which
seeks to tell people what socialized medicine will do to the
. .
national economic picture
without providing the sort of
medical protection wanted. This
organization and others must
have done all right, for last week
Democratic leaders In Congress
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Union county has ham thieves
too, like Mercer and Garrard
counties, the Union County Advocate reports . . • . nine choice
hams having been stolen from a
meat house at the home of Ed

For The
JUNE BRIDE

Imperial Candlewick Crystal
Syracuse China
Russel Wright China
Wedding Announcements
Calling Cards
Informals

*

*

*

Twenty-seven fine, fat hogs,
averaging 200 pounds and valued at $1,000, were stolen one
night last week from a barn on
the E. R. Morton farm, Union
county. There were 52 hogs in
the barn and the thieves apparently took their time selecting only the best to get their
truck load.

Luggage

CORNETTE'S7 GIFTS

County Agent's
Column
Mabry
By R. A.
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HOPKINSVILLE

The Opportunity Drive
Amercians today can be proud of their
thrift record. Well over half the citizens
of the United States now have savings in
various forms.
This fact is highly significant, when
one considers the record spending since
the end of the war, when scarce consumer items like refrigerators, automobiles,
radios, television sets and dishwashers
became increasingly available. It means
that the Idea of Saving has acquired
very real meaning for more than half our
total population. It means that the desire
for security—individual, family and national—is uppermost in the minds of an
overwhelming majority of Americans.
Furthermore, it means that thrift-4hat
traditional American virtue on which
this country's greatness was established
—continues to be an activating force in
the lives of millions of men and women.
In number of savers, U. S. Savings
Bonds are well in the lead As the most
popular form of savings today. Fifty-

four percent of the country's total population—an estimated 80 million persons
—own Savings Bonds of varying denominations at the present time. At the close
of 1948 individuals owned $68 billions of
all Government securities, of which a
large proportion is in the form of Savings Bonds—$32.5 billions in E bonds,
and $13 in F and G bonds.
During the Treasury's Opportunity
Savings Bonds Drive, which will run from
May 16 through June 30, millions of
Americans will have a chance to increase
their bond holdings, and if they are not
already enrolled, to join one of the two
automatic plans for bond purchase—Payroll Savings where they work, Bond-AMonth where they bank. Either plan
represents a convenient way to buy Savings Bonds regularly out of current income, and thus to save regularly, as millions of other citizens are doing, for the
needs and emergencies of the future.
(Bardstown Standard)
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The Value Of Money
The next time there is a living room
argument on the worth of money, the
case of Shanghai in the siege of 1949
ought to be cited. Of what real value is
money? After all, it only represents
goods and labor. Money is not wealth,
it only represents wealth.
When the Communists of the Chinese
civil war surrounded Shanghai by land,
leaving only its sea lanes open, the paper
money of the Chinese government
rapidly deteriorated until it had no
value at all. There was some foreign
currency of generally recognized value,
but not nearly enough to meet the requirements of daily commerce. The operators of factories began to pay their
employees in the goods they made, in-

stead of in money. Overnight a swarm
of curbstone sellers appeared — the
workers or members of their families,
trying to exchange their wage goods
ior money or for something they could
eat or use. The business of regular stores
was so badly disrupted that the stores
started moving stock out to the sidewalks to compete with the worker-sellers. The wheels of commerce turned
slower and slower. Some families had a
lot of umbrellas, or a lot of shoes, but
not much rice.
"You never miss the water until the
well runs dry," says an old proverb. The
residents of money-less Shanghai have
learned the value of money.
(Ashland Daily Independent)
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Kentucky On The March

Graze Cattle, Feed Hogs
By Ewing Galloway
MuNIti-millionaire James C. Ellis, of
Owensboro, was discussing cattle raising
with me at the Evansville stockyards the
other day. A veteran talking to a beginner. Mr. Ellis has fed 60,000 steers in
the last 30 years, on farms he owns in
Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and New
Mexico. He was chatting with a grass
cattleman operating on a small scale.
"When I was a youngster," said Mr.
Ellis, "the old folks in my neighborhood
insisted that one should graze cattle and
feed hogs, and I'm inclined to think they
had something."
It was Mr. Ellis's way of saying maybe
he had been wrong and maybe I was
right.
Feeding grain to cattle never threw
Mr. Ellis for serious losses, otherwise he
wouldn't have kept at it for three decades.
What he probably meant was that producing cattle on grass was more profitable
over the long Aretch than feeding grain.
In the last few years our Hereford brood
cows have earned $100 a year on bluegrass, getting perhaps $500 worth of hay
n extremely bad winter weather. With
) 'laced pastures and $15 worth of hay a
• entucky farmer can make each good
) ood cow produce a $100 weanling calf.
less prosperous times, the weanling is
-th $75. If the net on each cow is only
), is there any other product of the
Vt

farm in the same year as profitable? For
the average farmer hay may be $15 per
brood cow, sulphurized block salt, 65
cents and next to no labor at all.
That's why I write so often urging hill
farmers in Kentucky to plow less and
grow more grass.
In my section of the state—Henderson,
Union, Webster, Daviess, Hancock, Ohio,
McLean, Hopkins, Christian and Crittenden counties—good pastures have doubled in the last six years. Ditto the number
of beef brood cow herds. An offhand guess
would put the gain in feed lots is much
less.
Raising cattle on grass is the surest
way of making money on farms that I
know of. The only way a cattle grazer
can lose is to have the animals die on his
hands.
•
Guests usually enjoy buffet suppers
more if' individual tables, or card tables,
are provided so that they can sit comfortably after they have served themselves. If the main buffet table is not a
large one the silver for the dessert need
not be placed until the dessert itself is
brought in.
When planning a color scheme for the
exterior of you house, remember that
clashing colors in the immediate surroundings can detract greatly from the attractive effect you wish to achieve.

6' Compan.),

rrHIS IS AN OLD COLONIAL KNOCKER with the tradiI. lions! emblem of the American eagle.

You will find this emblem on homes everywhere. It is
a symbol of independence, faith, and confidence in the
future.
Perhaps there's one on your door.
There's a very special thought we'd like to leave with
you in connection with this true American emblem.
Right now Opportunity is knocking to remind you that
you owe it to yourself, to your family, and to your country to take part in the current United States Savings
Bond Drive.
Your opportunity—This is your opportunity to set aside

regularly a part of your savings for your future, and your
country's future. This is your opportunity to invest more
in United States Savings Bonds.
You know what peace of mind it wit be, too, to have
a substantial amount of money in United States Savings
Bonds on hand for the time when you need a reserve
of cash.
Besides, you get back $4 in 10 short years for every
$3 you invest now.
So take part in the Payroll Savings Plan where You
work, or the Bond-A-Month Plan where you bank if the
Payroll Plan is not available to you.
Or, if you are already enrolled, buy extra bonds note.
Some day they will come in mighty handy.

PUT MORE OPPORTUNITY IN YOUR FUTURE!

INVEST IN U.S. SAVINGS BONDS
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y. Farm News

An acre of alfalfa -grass for
each cow is what County Agent
Troll Young wants in Washington county. To set. how his prolimn was 'ftIOVing ahead- - he
made a survey of 146 farms.
These farms had an average of
12 cows and five acres of alfalfa.
Of the 146 farms, 111 had alfalfa. Of the 35 which had none, the
operators were planning to sow
alfalfa on 22 farms. On ifn average, there will be nearly I%
acres of alfalfa a farm by the
end of this season, Mr. Young
said. And before long he hopes
to see a green acre for each
animal on the farm.
on greens, cauliflower, cabbage
in head, or beans in pod.
Blight on vegetables may be
caused by several germs, but
the result is the same: the spotting and final killing of the
leaves. As the germs are carried
by the wind, the control is to
"copper coat" the leaves, by
spraying with bordeaux mixture.
Start when the spotting first is
seen (on the lower leaves)
and repeat in 2 weeks. Complete
covering is necessary, with good
sprayer; "splashing on" will not
do.
Bordeaux
may be bought
ready-mixed at drugstores or
seed stores, needing only•to be
stirred into water according to
the directions printed on the
package.

More than 500 farmers in Green
county are said to have sewed
Ladino clover this spring.
A survey showed that threefo .fy ths of thesArms in c,,,gayr
courave eleeMay.
L. V. Meador of Butler county
is planning to grow Bermuda
grass on about 50 acres of hill
land, where he used a bulldoser
remove scrub timber and brush.
Members of 4-H clubs bought
10 Jersey heifers It a Bowling
Green sale.
Ross Martin of Poyell county
spread 500 pounds an acre of 012-12 fertiltzer, with borax added,
before sowing 10 acres of Grimm
alfalfa.
Henderson county 4-H club
members are feeding 76 cattle
for the Tri-State show at Evansville, Ind., in September.
A model tobacco barn has been
completed on the farm of John
Berry in Bullitt county.
Jerry W. Parrish and Dr. M. M.
Robinson are using 2,4-D to kill
wild onions on their Madison
county farms.
Forty-seven farmers in Wayne
county have entered the corn derby contest.
Fifty-six homemakers entered
335 blooms in the Franklin county daffodil show.
Eighty-six farmers in Pulaski
county saw the new milk house
and parlor with hallway and

RITA AND ALY GO TO MOVIE—Rita Hayworth and Princie My
Khan leave Cannes, France, theater (May 25) after viewing the
local showing of Rita's film, "Carmen." Rita is informally attired
in a white woolen jacket, sports shirt and rolled-up blue denim
trousers. Aly wears a light tweed coat, jodhpurs and a bright
scarf around his throat. The couple was married (May 27) in the
city hall at Vallauris, France. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Paris)

News From The Past

"TRULY YOURS"
livery prescription your pharmacist fills for you is as personalized
as your finger print. Each is written to correct certain conditions
your physician recognizes. He nameS specific drugs, in correct
combination and dosage.

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Vieek Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
May 28, 1929. Master Albert physician.
Pitzer, Jr., had the misfortune to j
• • •
be bitten by a dog Friday. The JMay 28, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
wound was on his leg and was Charlie Boyd and children, Charsuperfieical, but to avoid possi- les Edward, Galena Waseka and
bility of complications, the young Lyrud Owen spent Saturday night
man is submitting to the Pasteur ad Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
treatment under the ministering Licy Thomason, Hickory Ridge.
of Dr. W. L. Cash, the family
•
ay 28, 1929.° Miss Mary Agness Tyrie, Bethany, spent the
week with her aunt, Mrs. Ruby
w ;s:•I ter (hiu
'
Gray, at Princeton.
• • •
lilday 28, 1929. Mr. and Mrs. W.
L. Davis and Mr and Mrs. Thomas
Amoss, Jr., spent Saturday pleasantly in Paducah with Mr. and
Mrs. Curtis Mitchell and family.

The prescription is truly yours. When your pharmacist compounds it he gives you what your physician has decided to be
the remedial agent best suited to your case.
People sometimes take a prescription prepared for someone
the because they feel they have the same condition. This practice
's dangerous. Symptoms which appear similar to the layman
sa iacate widely differing diseases requiring entirely different
treatment; dosages effective for you can be harmful or inadequate
f..ar aaotiter.
' Always remember that the prescription your pharmacist
(irefully compounds for you is written for you and for no other
perm on earth.—Reprintedfrom a copyrighted advertuernorai published
Oh*,Davis 6' Company, Detroit 32, Michigan.

For faster-growing chicks,
use Dr. Salsbury's REN-0SAL is their drinking water.
Helps them develop weight
May 31, 1929. Mrs. Carrie
quicker — lay earlier, too.
Hodges, of Waxachachee, Texas,
REN-O-SAL is easy to use
Mrs. J. M. Templeman, of Balti—economical, too.
more, Md., and their mother, Mrs.
Is larger doses
'Mrs. Frank Morgan
REN-O-SAL pre- .0. R. Morgan,
and Miss Virginia Morgan were
vents cecal coovisitors in Fredonia Tuesday afcidiosis. Ask for
ternoon.
it here.
PHONE 2075
Princeton, Ky.

Triple-Action Wondertub is Secret of

'THE WASHER THA
COULDN'T HAPPEN!"
From Bendix, a new automatic
agitator washer at
O price every family can afford!
to have
Saving
,
reserve
r everY
ere ru
k 0 the
dsnou

Now! Bendix presents the simplest, newest,
a atomatic washer at the world's lowest price!
The new Bendix Economat!
The utterly different Wondertubs —the flexible,
triple-action tub made of metexaloy that eliminates
so many expensive parts—makes this
washday miracle possible!

° '
Miss 'Pauline
May 31, 19297
Wigginton and Mr. Mitchell Clift
were marritd in Evansville, Ind.,
recently. Mrs. Clift is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Wigginton and was a member of the
graduating class this year of the
Fredonia High School. Mr. Clift
is the son of Mr, and Mrs. F. E.
Clift of the Flatrock community.
Mr. and Mrs Clift left Wednesday
for Detroit, where they will make
their home.
.• •
May 31, 1929. Robt. Parsley,
popular salesman at the Princeton Shoe Store will leave in a day
or two for Chicago, Ill., where he
will take a course in foot anatomy
and the proper fitting of shoes.
• • •
May 31, 1929. Mrs. Rebekah
Pugh is reported very ill at her
home in the northern part of the
city. Her friends are alarmed
over her condition which is growworse.
• • •
\
jogMay 31,
1929. Miss Virginia
Glass, of Eddyville, spent the
week-end with her sister, Mrs.
Boyd, Satterfield, Bethany.

See the Bendix Economat with the Wondertub•
that revolutionizes washing, draining, squeeze-drying
Y?u'll say it's a dream come true!
•Irondertub guaranteedfor 5 year!!

17995

COSTS LESS TO MAKE! COSTS LESS TO BUY!
WRINGER! NO SPINNING! NO BOLTING DOWN!
Only $36.00 Down - 24 months NO
To Pay

leiel'JDES NORMAL INSTALLATION!

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY

ALFALFA THRIVES
ON FOUR-LEAF
For•huge increase
In alfalfa growth
and a richer &Ufa
for your livestock,
apply FOUR LEAF
A,Tta 4
9,,,,1t
P Powdered Rock
PROS HATE Ph`"I'1""'
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132 E. Mc
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Butterflies can tell differences
In the sweetness of liquids that
taste alike to human beings.
stalls converted into a loafing
shed on the Luke Hurt farm.
Fifteen 4-H club members in
MeCrejsrx.unty =dyed 9,250
strawberry plants from last year's
club growers of berries.
The /Milk of Whitesburg is
sponsoring a hybrid corn contest
for 4-H club members in Letcher county.

THAT GOOD MILK FROM
PRINCETON CREAMERY
WILL GIVE YOU
THAT EXTRA
LIFT YOU
NEED FOR
EVERY
DAY
DUTIES.

Phone 3141
Thompson Phosphate Co.

I were you
. . . and owned furniture that cost me much hard
earned money, I would be mighty sure my fire insurance didn't lapse. I would also increase my
policies to cover the higher costs today.
... I would, at once, talk it over with:

John E. Young Ins. Agency
S. Harrison St.

fAloweiest.
CREAMERY,
Auge,161•PRINCETON,KY.

Phone 2620

Play Safe - - Call Us!
IT PAYS TO CARRY INSURANCE

PENNEY'S JUNE

WHITEF GOODS
4Vr
/

orgr
oct•

JACQUARD
TERRY TOWELS!

$1.00
Large 22"x44" size. Reversible lecquard pinwheel design in colors to brighten
the bathroom!
Hand towel
511c
Wash cloth
25c

S1.83

May 28, 1922. sMisSs Mary Dancie Hodge, who is attending
classes at the Western State
Normal at BowlingGreen, is expected home Saturday.
• • •

WOOD DRUG STORE

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
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81"x108"'1.98
42" x 36" 43c

ATION WfiEl
MUS INN SHEE-4

CHENILLE
BEDSPREADS

$4.98
Multi-colored floral design
highlights the solid color or
all-white chenille tufts. . . .
Double or twin sizes. In allover solid color, too.

NATION-WIDE
PILLOW-TUBING
42-in.

55c yd.
WIZARD 81"
UNBLEACHED

SHEETING
Another

49c yd.

June White Goods
Event Feature

BELLE ISLE BLEACHED
AND UNBLEACHED
Imagine finding sheets of this quality priced so lowl Downright mat.
ing. isn't it? But leave it to Penney's to do just that! You'll be pleased when
you discover that these are our famous service quality "Nation Wide"
muslins! The same high count muslins, bleached snowy-white, finished with
a cool, sleep-hiviting soft texture. What about wear? Don't give it a wand
thought... the same as always! Nation Wides are built to take plenty of
bard wear! At this lower-than-tow price you'll want to come away
with an.arml9adl It's another June White Goods feature!
My:u.s.Pet. Off.,

MUSLIN

22c yd.
UNHEMMED FLOUR

SQUARES

5 for $1.00
PENNEY'S FRIDAY & SATURDAY SPECIALS!
MEN'S KNIT UNDERSHIRTS A Real Bargain
MEN'S KNIT BRIEFS. Men Buy Now
PRISCILLA CURTAINS in plain
R in. ruffles
18 Pr.
marquisette, pebble dot mar175% Full
quisette
100"x90" full pr. For Only

3 for $1.00
3 for $1.00

$2.98 pr.

rso,jun* 7
u
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131 Lose Lives In
State By Fife

Men who can't be persuaded
even to use secented soaps, often
be receptive...to the good
clean aromatic odor achieved by
Frankfort,—During the heat- adding a generous amount of
ing season just closed, 131 per- good-quality witch hazel to their
sons lose their lives in fires in
bath water.
Kentucky, State Fire Marshal W.
occurred.
L. Martin announced today. The fatalities
season extends from November 'In two of the fires, families of
seven members in Taylor County
1, to May 15.
'It was probably the most and of five in Spencer County
tragic experience from the stand- were wiped out. In two others,
point of fire safety for such a in Boyle and Martin Counties
period in our state's history", four lives were lost in eaC.
Martin declared. He explained Using a petroleum product to
that until this year ,statistics on kindle a fire was responsible for
such deaths have not been kept, the worst disaster. The origins
and so he cannot say positively of the other three next most costthat the fire accident toll is a ly blazes in loss of life were unknown.
record number for the season.
The fatalities occurred in ex"Persons long familiar with
our state's fire losses, however, actly half of the state's 120
tell me that from their recollec- counties, and forty-nine of the
tion there is no doubt at all that victims were children under
the 1948-49 heating season was fourteen years of age. As was to 'HUMMINGBIRD BABY' — Two
the worst the state has ever be expected, the most prevalent year old Craig Carroll Hickman,
gone through", said the state of- causes in the 'nation - smoking,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund
ficial. He pointed out that his of- using kerosene to start or reRapids, Mich.,
fice had the assistance to the vive stove fires, and other un- Hickman, Grand
State Board of Health and a safe acts were responsible for was known as the "hummingnewspaper clipping service in most of the fatal accidents, Mar- bird baby" in Akron, Ohio, where
compiling figures on fires where tin said.
he was born prematurely weighing only 2 pounds. Now the
youngster faces another battle for
life at Blodgett Memorial hospital, he is a victim of dread tuberculosismeningitis. (AP Wirephoto)
Foreign Studies

Slated At UK

Accuracy, speed,
dependability in a
compact, easy-to-use, portable
machine for store, office, horne or farm use.

$107.50 Plus Ex. Tax

Companion to famous Smith-Corona office and
portable typewriters. Has an outstanding record
for durability and trouble•free operation. Totals
to 999,999.99; decimal and comma punctuation;
repeat key; clear signal printed automatically on
first stroke; self-aligning tape; new single-motion
paper ejector; many other valuable features.
Priced at only $107.50. Carrying case $16.25.
Taxes extra. Convenient terms.

C ORNETTE'S
INCORPORATED

Hopkinsville, Kentucky

An Institute of Foreign Relations, consisting of numerous
courses on various phases of
international affairs, will be a
feature of the 1949 summer
term at the University of Kentucky. Several University departments are cooperating in the
program Which will include
courses on the United Nations,
current events, world politics
and American foreign relations.
Aming the visiting speakers will
be Dr. Philip E. Mosely, former
chief at the State Department's
Division of Territorial Studies,
and Dr. Charles Malik, Lebanese
minister to the United States.
The institute has been designed
especially to be of interest to
social studies teachers.

Disease Weapon
Virus particles, used in vaccinating against smallpox, are
magnified 75,000 times actual
size by the Keeneland Foundaelectron-microscope that
tion
is being used by University of
Kentucky scientists in the fight
against disease.

ships for .students interested in
fire protecton liiiil—ATety - engineering by the State Insurance
Division was announced- last
week by Dean D. V. Terrell of
the University of Kentucky College of Engineering. Valued at
$500 a year each, the scholarships will be awarded annually
to members of the College's
junior class, thus providing the
recipients two years' specialized
training. The scholarships are
expected to help relieve the
statewide shortage of trained engineers in this field.

Customers' cill,
Corner
',...,.q

Trains Nurses
Warswa, Poland—(AP)—The
Polish Health Ministry is pushin
a program for the training of
nurses and soon hopes to have
more than 19,000 of them.
Jerzy Sztachelski, vice-minis
ter of health, said there are presently 10,500 nurses in Poland
Another 9,000 are needed to staf
all medical centers.

Do you like the way we
trim meat? All our meat men
2ire skilled and trained to remove excess fat and bone
before weighing.
I)o you like the service you
get ... is it prompt,courteous
and efficient as it should be?
You can Iselp us make
your A&P store a better
place to shop by telling us
anything about your meat
department that you
don't like or that you
think can be improved.
Please write:
Customer Relations Deportment,
AV Food Stores,
420.Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.
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JUICY RED RIPE

ea. 99c
CALIF. LONG WHITE

POTATOES

10 lbs. 59c
HEIGHT
CERULEAN
SUBDIVISION

RED RIPE

CERULEAN. KE NTUCKY
JOE H SMITH. OWNER.
MAY 1949
r loo'

REALTY
SCOTTSVILLE

TOMATOES

tube 23c

BY.

AUCTION
KENTUCKY

CO.

(Bulk, lb. 23c)

ALL STREETS IN THIS SUBDIVISION IS HEREBY
DEDICATED TO THE PUBLIC, FOR PUBLIC '
USE
ALL SURVEY
EXCEPT SUBDIVISION
LINES WERE C(44, D FROM DEED

JUMBO 48 Size

LETTUCE

2 heads 25c
SU RVEvOR

360 SIZE

LEMONS

doz. 58c
GOLDEN RIPE

A&Ps FRESH YOUNG
FRYING CHICKENS
and no wonder! They're so young and tender
(only 12 to 15 weeks WO

HAMS

Ready -to-Eat, Shank Portion

SMOKED PICNICS 4 to 8 lb. average
SLICED BACON All Good or Dawn
OCEAN FISH „„ssed Whiting

55c
b. 39c
lb. 45c
lb. 17c

LINT STARCH

12 oz. pkg. 12c
16 oz. pkg. 18c
1 -lb. pkg. 29c

20 MULE TEAM BORAX
BORAXO POWDER

Golden

Whole Kernel

BUTTER KERNEL PEAS & CARROTS
ONE CKNT OFFER
COMFORTABLE COTTAGE, WITH POSSESSION!
VALUABLE CASH PRIZES FREE!
• Developed, Advertised and Sold by the Nationally-Known •

CARTER REALTY AUCTION COMPANY

......

PHONE 134-X
"WE SELL THE EARTH"
SCOTTSVILLE, KY.
When it is Real Estate For Sale, Make No Mistake--Employ a Proven Firm, With Experience and Training. National Certificates,
licensed and Bonded gg Madisonville's Greatest Homecoming, 485 Lots (Grove Park Masonic Property) Sale Starting Wednesday, June 8th. Other Major Sales Now Being Developid by Our Firm, Wish Complete Coralltge in the Profession.
\
6.
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SWEETHEART SOAP
4° reg. bars 26c

qt. jar 33c

Buy (takes At Regular Price
Get One For 1 Cent
BEECHNUT

BABY FOOD
CHOPPED, 3 cans... .29c

STRAINED, 3 cans . . .29(

8 oz. hot. 25c
Yi11}TS Iti %ND 1 1i(i)

SWIFT'NING
3 lb. can 83c

BEVERAGES
ui I I.s.,.

GREEN BEANS

2 No. 2 cans 29c
OCEAN SPRAY

CRANBERRY
SAUCE
O. 300 (AN

I-Lb. Can

32c

A & P Self Sevice
LUNCHEON MEAT

12 oz. can

Use
Dan
Esti
two
lbs.
gal

burabl

eristics
every
with t

19c

TREET or PR

Jidem

YUKON CLUB

I131211 5.0(13115

Old Style Sauce

terms mean
able on mos

SWEET PICKLES

10c
BAR CAKE Lemon, Cocoanut,Iced Angel Food.. es. 39c big qt. bottle
LAYER CAKE White, Fresh Pineapple, Iced. ea. 49c PORK & BEANS
TOMATO CATSUP good quality 214-oz. hots. 25c 3 1-1b. cans 28c
CRACKERS N. B. C., Ritz
LITTLE SPORT
1-lb. box 31c
CHILI SAUCE
CORN or PEAS Good Quality
No. 2 can 10c
2 12-oz. bots. 21
OMATO JUICE
46-oz. can 19c
GOOD QUALITY
PICKLES Heinz Fresh Cucumber Slices 24-as. jar 27c APPLE BUTTER
19-oz. jar 15c
OLEOMARGARINE Sure Good
21c
ctn.
IONA
UNA FISH Calif. Grated
31c PEACHES
In Syrup
SALMON
1-1b. can 45c
No. 21/2 can 25c
O'CLOCK COFFEE
lb. bag 1.15
ION /'.
DEXO SHORTENING
3 In. can 81c APRICOTS
Halves In syrup
RICE shor„,;„, Good Qua.,
1-lb. eello hag 16c
No. 21/2 can 21c
OUR OWN TEA
L, lb. pkg. 49c
IONA CUT

BUTTER KERNEL CORN
2 Noc.an3,03 35c

...

CE

Voe out

lb. 15c

.2 7
99 ACRES

1,
1\

icieintwhinile
ffic
asticti)c°cceem

So delicious in flavor

BANANAS

I

infect°

f
rainpgfoals.
7
n was
oals in'

FAMOUS FOR FLAVOR - - TOPS FOR TENDERNESS

LOCATION OF PROPERTY: In the Small City of Cerulean Springs, (Trigg ('ounty, Ky.) on Highway No. 124 at the Junction of
Nos. 41, 68, 91, and 62.

CARTER

_e_f.fect

WOOD DRUG STORE

RUSSELL'S JEWELRY

WATERMELONS

SOLD

KORN TIME

?gray teetteic
,git. &Lion,

AUCTION!

AND

Time o
Is

CERULEAN HEIGHTS

DEVELOPED. ADVERTISED

Charles Dyer, tired of
stop preaching because a
from his 'Melbourne hotel winheart sent him to Wed.
40 feet above the street.
The 84-year-old pastor, ci41),,:
defined to his bed for 30 days be- l'Its the air he made a snap
Today
cause of a heart ailment, answer- cision to live some more.
The United States his
ed the church bell with his usual he is still alive.
Dyer told police that when he 38,000,000 telephones
sermon. A public addresh system
was installed frmo his bed to the
Johnston City Ohristian Church.
"It's our own idea," said Mrs.
Walston. "We own the public
address system and a couple of
men around town fixed it up"

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
TIMES YOUR
WATCH
Set YU&

ow Drugs
°Save Foal

felt hmiself falling the.„,.
he wanted to keep
twisted in air and
j
'
a
back-sol,.,
'
veer/110
/molted on the shop
bsarlrY DePart
next to the hotel," he mid
The Tea knocked
hleetis
,ainriiWct4kr:
ag
tr
iceit
tivine
'
e
pcen
t isis'it
:
conscious, but he sill'
Practici
'bruises. Dyer, 35, is an drt41.
oy:itih

Cody, Wyo.—On the highest
point of the western peak of
Medicine Mountain, near a ledge
that breaks away in a dizzying
drop to the Bighorn Basin, lies
a crLide rock puzzle.
Anthropologists and archaeologists don't know quite what to
make of it.
This rock puzzle is known to
residents of the area as the MediHeat sour cream with caraway
cine Wheel. Oldtimers believe
seeds and a dash of salt. Then
that long ago it was sort of an
serve over bciied new potatoes
Indian pharmacy where the tribes
There are more than 2,000 end sprinkle with finely chopped
either made, or procured their branch factories of United States chives or the tops of green on"medicine." It's a circle of industries in Canada.
ions.
lumpy stones laid side by side,
with a diameter of 70 feet.
Around this rim of the wheel
are six small cairns. Each is
about two and a half feet high,
and open on one side, giving the
appearance of a stone armchair.
Russell's Korum has been used by successful poultry
Five of these have the open
with excellent results for over 20 years, yaw
raisers
of
side facing the center
the
after year many thousands of chick raisers use kgrim
wheel. The sixth, located on the
with every brood of chicks they raise.
eastern arc of the wheel, faces
Russell's Korum (Improved Formula) with only 2
outward toward the rising sun.
teaspoons to each gallon of either water or milk helps
The sixth may be a clue to the
chicks grow faster and mature earlier . . . and Komi
puzzle.
.•
CONTPOLLED
can be used in any kind of drinking vessel_
•
In the center of the wheel is
QUARTZ CRYSTAL
• To get beet results start using Korum with chicks e•
a sort of rock hub, about a dozen
limed to the accuracy
poults at as early an age as possible. Get a supply at
feet in diameter. Radiating from
PRINTS THE TICKS Of WATCH
of the stars.
Norum Today. It is economical. Pints $1. Quarts LLIL
it are 28 spokes of rock, which
2 Gallons P.00. Gallons $6.00.
1
/
fan out in vague wobbly lines.
John Spencer, regional U. S.
forester of the Rocky Mountain
sector, says the Medicine Wheel
was on the scene before the
Crow tribe came to Wyoming.
Princeton, Ky.
203 N. Harrison St.
And the Crows were around
long before Columbus broke into the news. The Crows, meidently, say the sun built the
Medicine Wheel, 'to show us
how to build our teepees."
Scientists incline to the belief that the wheel was a place
of worship, most probably sunworship. In the north of Mexico
How do you like the
are crude structures called
meat department in your
Houses of the Dawn, or Houses
A&P store?
of Light. They roughly resemble
Do you like the quality of
the Medicine Wheel, Spencer
says, and were unquestionably
our meats N. . We buy only
built for sun Worshippers.
Every one's buying these chickens for frying
top grades, you know.

Will Meet You on

Lots and Acreage Tracts

Would-Be Suicide

Johnston City, III. LAP)—The Changes Mind In Air
Established At UK
R. E. Walston refused to MelboUrne — (A.P) — Sidney
Rev.
schoiarEstablishment of six
bad
life, dived

—DEVELOPERS—
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Preaches From Bed

New Scholarships

Witch Hazel Tatth

Thursda , June 2, 0)4

PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

'AUNNYFIEUD

OUR
cw, Plain

bag $1.49

ursda ,June 2, 1949

ew Drugs Used
Save Foals
eterinarians in the Animal
asdry Department of the
ntucky Agricultural Experi. station, working coopera, with practicing veterinart Central Kentucky, have
penicillin and streptomy,Tteetive in the treatment of
einic infections of newfoals.
iiifl was effective, in
with
ing foals infected
ptococci, while strepomycin
efficient in arresting and

ul poultr7
Years, ytt:
use Karla
With Only I

milk hopi
and Korea
•
th chicks
te
S supply /
"
arta SOL

Have you moved recently? If so your adbe
dress should
changed on all existpoli cies. Sometimes a change of
a
location means
change in insurance
a(es. See us, perhaps we can save
YOU some money.

goicuommig
COMPUTE INSAINCE SERVICE
WIPP Hsaesr SP"

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
preventing infections
Shigella
equuli, the

due to
"sleeper

foal".
The "sleeper foal" disease kills
a large number of foals every
season. In fact, it &counts for
about 40 percent of the deaths
aniohil foals.
Some sick foals recovered
promptly when treated with
streptomycin; others required
both streptomycin and penicillin.
The dose of streptomycin given
was a half gram intramuscularly at three-hour intervals. The
penicillin dosage ranged fr
300,000 to 600,000 units, gi‘
every 12 hours.
To be successful, the veterinarians said that treatment with
streptomycin should be started
early in the course of the disease and continued 24 to 48
hours after the temperature of
the animal had become normal.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

VACATIONS THAT
ARE REM.I.Y FUNFOR
PREPARE YOU
. JOB WELL DONE
A
WI.Data,'

UN Board Studies
Population Problem
Gene va—(A P)—The spectacular reduction in death rates in
the last two years and the steady

P4,:,39,
" rive

then we could determine what
Charlie Gibson and Robert S. C., are co-captains of the North
should be the proper number Turnbull, seniors nom Greenville,
Carolina State golf team.
of people to be provided with
the best possible living conditions," he said. ''But that is unrealistic."
A paper submitted to the commission says "the entire makeup-of society Is In a state. of
continual change. The economic,
demographic' and social structure
rarely remains constant. Changes
in any one of its components sir,'
accompanied by changes in the
others."

increase of 'population in many
parts of the world may lead to
a stupendous problem In social
and
economic
readjustment,
some sociologists of the United
Nations believe.
The World Health Organize
tion reported recently that the
area of the world in
which
deaths are recorded is "enjoying
the lowest mortality ever recorded". While this reduction is
most pronounced in Europe, a
similar reduction was recorded
CALL US FOR
in India, Ceylon and Japan. AlPROMPT, SAFE
though the rate remains comLONG-DISTANCE
paratively high in Egypt, there
has been a reduction there too.
MOVING SERVICE
The United Nations PopulaAtAllorlsoil Avant
tion Commission has given "first
priority" to a study of the interTHE LAST ROSE—The simple marker reads: "674 James V: For- relationship of economic, social
restall Lieut. U. S. N.," and Sandra Sue Burchfield, 4, of Arlington. and population changes. Officials
Va., carries a rose (May 25) at the grave. James Forrestal Navy here say this is a "major scienveteran and the first Secretary of Defense, was buried at Arling- tific study". The commission will
ton National cemetery May 25 (AP Wirephoto)
seek to discover the conditions
uder which populations grow
Ladino called
faster than the economic resources of the area involved.
Superior Clover
They, want to know also what
The Kentucky
Agriculture
By Miss Nola Wilson
steps can be taken to keep popuRev.
G.
C.
Meadows
his
filled
Experiment Station
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
consider
lation growth within bounds. A
Contact
Ladino clover superior to whit appointment Saturday and Sunstudy already is under way in
JAMES D. MASHBURN
for most purposes. Only certi- day. There were 71 present at India where the
population
inPhone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
Sunday School.
fied Ladino seed should be used
creased by 50,000,000 persons beAmong the visitors who attendas uncertified seed often contween 1930 and 1940.
'
ed church were Mr. and Mrs.
tains white clover. Of the see
The population commission,
Wyatt and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
of common white clover availAdams and children, Friendship, although well aware that its
able, tests at the station foun
study will take years, hopes to
and Clyde Haile, Bainbridge.
Kentucky or southern grown
Mrs. Ellen Farris is still very obtain information which will
gave better results than seed ill.
help improve the welfare of the
from other sources.
James Farris went to Nashville world's people. The secretariat
Monday for a physical checkup. of the comission is engaged in a
Since basketball was started a
Rev. G. C. Meadows visited survey of all available literature
Notre Dame in 1898, the Iris the home of Denzil Fuller and and statistics on the subject from
have won 599 games and lost 283 family Saturday.
which it will soon prepare a
Mrs. Zora Wilson is improving summary for the commission.
On oficial, in trying to put the
after having mumps.
Mrs. Rose Staten, Evansville, problem of the commission in
Ind., has been visiting Hugh Mc- lay terms, said it was to discover
Gowan and family.
"how economic and social poliMisses Barbara and Beverly cies may be used to influence
Burton, Madisonville, are visiting population changes so as to
Claude Storm and family.
avoid unfortunate results," The
Claude Storm and family, Hugh ideal, proportional relationship
McGowan and family, Johnnie between population and ecoRogers and Waylon Rogers were nomic resources, is "such an abat Gilbertsville Dam Sunday.
straction it has no meaning," this
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers and official said.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner were dinner
"If everything were static,
guests of Miss Nola Wilson Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers
were afternoon visiotrs.
Mrs. Waylon Rogers visited
Mrs. Witherspoon, Princeton, Sunfor
day
Misses Euda Bruce and Elsie
STOMACH SUFFERERS
Sisk, Princeton, recently visited
Harvey Stomach Tablets are
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers.
now available to you in Tablet
Miss Irene Rogers recently
Form. For many years it was
visited Mrs. Aaron Rogers.
Mrs. Arden Higdon was in
necessary to have a Doctor's
Evansville, Ind., last week.
Prescription to get the Harvey
Ralph Rogers and Hinkle Rog- Stomach Treatment. This Docers called on Elvin Dunning Sun- tor's Formula is guaranteed to
day afternoon.
relieve Ulcer Pain and that acid
Louard Sisk, Princeton, has gassy, belchy, constipated, nerbeen visiting Mrs. Johnnie Rog- vous and run-down condition,
ers and family.
or your money back. Each box
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon Rogers of Harvey Tablets contains a
and Miss Nola Wilson attended
diet chart that points out the
commencement exercises at But- food that causes excsesive gas,
ler High School.
bloating and stomach distress.
Mrs. Denzil Crowe and baby,
Sold only at
Paul, visited Mr. and Mrs. Ratliffe Rogers a few days last week.
Mr. tind Mrs. Virgil Jewell, Hopkinsville, visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Jewell, Tuesday.

has ifairbanks-Morse farm equipment advertising, you've
seen the slogan "It's What's Instal, That C.ounts."The
nest time you're in town,ask us the $64 question. Ask
us to prove that what'. inside •ny Fairbanks-Morale
farm machine makes it better.
Whether It's• water system,an engine,a light plant,
as a hammer mill that you'll need neat, we're sure we
ean show you •uparlor design and con•tructIon...
hidden values which you'll agree malk•• Fairbanks'Horse prodnet your best buy.
•

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
132 E. Main St.

Vite Net were 20-stood itelusfeaat frictet ... longer
terms mean lower payments for you. This plan is now available on most types of loans.

PHONE 2881
W. MARKET ST.
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

POSITIVE RELIEF

Princeton, Ky.

l'ADQVARTIRS FOR

Fairbanks-Morse
VOW 91,101•111111 •SOW tuna p• • "Z.intim. • Llgtat ?luta • Maine
PIMP ham • Cara Illsallani • Hammer Mills • Vaalson • Itnampa

INTERIOR

How long have you been thinking about that vacation you'd
"like to take"? Maybe this is the time to do it . . . because a
really good vacation, now and then, does wonders — steps
up your enthusiasm for your work and everything else. It's
a good investment in good health . . . and pays dividends
in many other ways. Don't let a temporary shortage of ready
money stand in the way. Phone or come in and get a friendly
cosh loan.

And remember--)tai can always get repair parts for
Falzbassks-Morse product.

atrd

EXTERIOR FLOOR ENAMEL

One coat will cover any
painted surface.
Easy to keep clean.
Fast Drying..Waterproof.
Use it indoors or outdoors
on floors, decks, steps,
dadoes, porch or lawn
furniture.., wood, metal
or cement surfaces.

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"

Table-Setting Guide
Housewives should know the
accepted ways to set a table
and serve meals, says a new
circular published by the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky. This knowledge gives
mothers self-confidence in teaching children table manners and
in entertaining guests. Copies of
the circular, called "Table Setting and Service," may be had
from county home demonstration agents or from the college.

Starts Your Plants With A Vigor That Assures
Earlier and Larger Yields...

Some coin-operated vending
machines
make and
return
change if a larger value coin is

Used by farmers, tobacco growers, market gardeners, nurserymen, and florists.

Registration Books Close Tuesday, June 7th., 1949, and will remain
closed until after the Primary Election to be held Staurday, August
6th. 1949.
To be legally qualified to vote in the Primary Election persons must be
registered in the Precinct in which they reside.

Handles all transplantable crops and can be adapted to all methods and characteristics of planting. The standard machine comes equipped with a set of pack wheels,

Qualifications to be eligible for registration:
(1) Persons 21 years of age, or older, and
persons who will reach their 21st., birthday on or before the General Election to
be held Tuesday, November 8th., 1949.
(2) A resident of the State 1 year, prior to

two marker bars, two plant boxes and tractor hitch, or two horse hitch. Weight, 718
lb.—width, overall, 4' 3"—length without hitch, 7' 10"—water tank capacity, 55
gallons. Tread of rear wheels-43W', size 5" 1 30".

Durable construction, simple in design, easy accessibility. These characteristics are combined to give successful use in in setting plants under almost
every condition. A driver and two boys can set from 3 to 8 acres a day
with the NEW IDEA transplanter . . . A real profit maker.

We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks—

Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your

Aug. 6th.; A resident of Caldwell County 6 months, prior to Aug. 6th.; A resident of the Precinct 60 days, prior to
Aug. 6th.
Women voters married since last voting
should register under their married
name.

Voters who may be in doubt concerning their registration or whether
registered in the proper precinct are urged to check the registration
records in this office.
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Leader Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard

, Otter Pond

L. 1 The Otter Pond Homemakers
Lovell, Route 3, Fredonia, on ! Club met Tuesday afternoon,
the birth of a son, Danny Levern, May 17, at the
home of Mrs. AlFriday, May 20. The baby weigh- bert Hartigan.
ed two and a half pounds.
The major lesson, health and
• • •
stIOTI. Please ccli No. 50 A00 giv• ;tams for this page to whoever answers the phone
to expedite hendlIng
child care, wail presented
by
of the new..
Mr. and Mrs. Allan F. Murphy, Miss Dorothy Ferguson
and Mrs.
210 Plum street, on the arrival Lee Mashburn. The minor
lesThe couple will be at home in Engagement
Farmer—Carter
Announced of a daughter Friday, May 27. son was a review of the book,
Cadiz.
Jane Forrest weighed eight "Point of No Return," by John
Mr. and Mrs. Euen Farmer,
pounds six ounces.
P. Marquand. The review was
Franklin street, announce the en• • •
Miss McGuirk Is Hostess
given by Mrs. Ramey Johnston.
gagement of their daughter, JenMr. and Mrs. Rod R. Higgs, The devotional was presented by
ny Sue, to Mr. Louis Edward To Baptist Group
Route 2, Princeton, on the birth Mrs. Collin Ladd. Mrs. L. B. Sims,
Business
Women's
Circle
The
Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifof a daughter Sunday, May 22. president, presided at the meetton Carter, West Market street. of the First Baptist Church met
The baby, who weighed six ing.
Miss Farmer is attending Mur- with Miss Nancy McGuirk May
pounds, has been named Barbara
Refreshments were served to
ray State College, where she is 24. Six members, Nancy Glenn,
Jean.
Mesdames L B. Sims, Sr., L. B.
majoring in music and is a mem- Mildred Rodgers, Nancy McSims, Jr., Ray Martin, Homer
ber of Sigma Alpha Iota.
Mitchell, H. C. McConnell, Lee
Bell
Louise
Slick,
Lucille
GUirk,
Mr. Farmer also is attending
Mashburn, Collin Ladd, Earl HarpresMurray State College, and will and Kathryn Fancher, were
tigan and F. A. Lewis, Misses
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Beahears
receive his B. S. degree in Jan- ent. Miss Joan Berry was a visitor.
and daughters and Mr. and Mrs. Dorothy Ferguson, Bobbie
uary.
Mrs. Buddy Satterfield gave an
Eddie Russell, Isley, went to Hot Simms and Wilma Vandiver,
Plans are being made for an
little Wayne Hartigan and the
entitled,
program,
interesting
Springs,
Ark., recently.
early fall wedding.
"Christ, The Answer in the
Mrs. Lennie Crowder visited hostess.,
Mrs. LaRue Crowder Sunday.
Home."
Oliver—Oliver
Miss Margie Langham visited Cobb
A buffet lunch was served.
The marriage of Miss Emma
Miss Mabel Beshears Sunday.
The next meeting will be held
Cobb Homemakers Club met
Lee Oliver, daughter of Mr. and I at the First Baptist Church.
Junior Ray visited his brother- Tuesday afternoon, May 24, at
Mrs. Gordon Oliver, of Cobb,
in-law, Wilson Oliver, Sunday. the home of Mrs. Thelma Paxton.
and Mr. Maxie H. Oliver, took
Mr. Poe visited Kirby Thomas' Eight members and four visitors
Meets
Phi
Sigma
Miss
Jenny
Beta
Sue
Farmer
brid?.the
home
at
the
place
of
family recently.
were present.
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tuesday In Library
W. H. Franklin visited Tom
Arrive
For
Wedding
Fount Oliver, Cadiz, May 21.
son Springs, were in our comBeta Sigma Phi conducted its
Galloway Sunday.
Miss Marge Waller, Evansville,
The Rev. C. A. Ladd, of Hop- last meeting until Fall Tuesday
Jess Blalock was in Princeton munity Sunday.
Ind.,
arrived
Wednesday
and Monday.
kinsville, performed the single night in George Coon Library.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Williams
ring ceremony in the presence Plans ,were made for picnics and Miss Joanne Cheves, Gainesville, 'Mr. and Mrs. Oather Capps
of several relatives and friends. other social events this summer. Ga., will arrive today to take have moved to Evansville, Ind., were the weekend guests of
friends in Jackson, Term.
Attendants were Miss Beat- Present were Mesdames Harold part in the Sparks-Goza wed- where he is employed.
rice Oliver and Mrs. Harr Oliv- Rowland, Glenn Bright, Robert ding Saturday. Misses Waller and
Miss Martha Morris spent Suner.
Gordon, Freddie McConnell and Cheves will stay with Miss Suz- day in Evansville, Ind.
Porter M. Sell Is Better
Porter M. Sell is improving at
Mrs. Sadie Poe, Mrs. Ida FrankThe bride wore a two-piece Billy McElroy and Misses Mar- anne Sparks, bride-elect, at the
home
of
her parents, Mr. and lin and Mrs. pester Powell visit- kis home on the Marion Road
suit of blue linen with white garet Ann Cartwright, Wanda
accessories, and a corsage of red Wadlington, Marjorie Stembridge Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Eddyville ed the AuseSbaugh Cemetery after suffering a broken ankle
road.
Sunday.
rrently when a tree trunk, which
roses.
and Elizabeth Sholar.
Pat Crowder has a new car.
was being moved, slipped and
tucky, Friday night.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Duke, Daw- struck his ankle.
Dr. and Mrs. W. G. Childress
have returned to their home in
Mr. and Mrs.'J. A. Creasey, Valhalla, N. Y., after visiting
Jr., and little son, Kerry Wayne, Mrs. Shell Smith.
Dinner guests Wednesday
Denver, Cob., are visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. night, May 25, of Mr. and Mrs.
Creasey, Locust street, and Mr. G. M. Pedley were Mr. and
Mexico, and
and Mrs. Emmitt Word, Madison- Mrs. Robert Estill,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ratliff.
ville street.
MissWeekend guests of Mr. and. Mrs. Hallie Overbey and
Mrs. K. V. Bryant were the es Mae and Elaine Morris were
Dearing,
former's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. cousin, Mrs. Viva
D. Bryant, his brother, Max R. the weekend guests of their
Bryant Mrs. Bryant and their Owensboro.
Miss Wilma Vandiver visited
two sons, Bob and Jack, al of
her mother in Livermore over
Gary, Ind.
Mrs. A. E. Richardson, London, the weekend.
Dique Eldred is in Madison.
England, and little Miss Lucille
and will remain htere
Tenn.,
Simon, Fort Sill, Okla., are visiting Mrs. G. R. Newman, 204 another week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Corbin, of
S. Cave street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Gowin and Evansville, Mrs. George Davis
Mr. and Mrs. Willie R. White- and Mrs. Oscar Boyd were in
head, Louisville, spent last week- Nashville Sunday and visited the
end with friends here. Mrs. Hermitage.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell
Whitehead is the former Betty
attended the Shrine Spring MeGo win.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Polley morial in Hopkinsville Monday.
Mrs. George Davis spent last
and sons, Jackie and David were
in Louisvilel last weekend. They week in Evansville with her
were accompanied home by an- daughter, Mrs. Alton Corbin, and
other son, Larry, who will spend Mrs. Corbin. The Corbins acthe summer vacation here. Larry companied Mrs. Davis home and
spent the weekend here.
attends Kentucky Military InsMr. and Mrs. James Ratliff
titute, Lyndon.
and children, James and Charles,
Fred Taylor arrived home
St. Matthews, were the weekend
Monday night from McCallie
School, Chattanooga, Tenn., to guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rowland and Mrs. J. H. Ratliff.
spend the summer vacation with
Mr. and Mrs Henry Adams and I
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rumson, Henry, 'Jr., Frankfort, and
sey Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. James Farmer,
Mrs. Dique Eldred returned
Nashville, Tenn., were guests,
Sunday from a visit in Nashlast weekend of Mr. and Mrs.
ville, Tenn., to her sister, Miss
Euen Farmer.
Prudence Polk. Miss Polk acDr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, r.,
companied her home for a visit.
entertained at Sunday night dinMiss Mary Wilson Eldred drove
ner Mr. and Mrs. James Ratliff,
to Nashville to bring her mother
St. Matthews, and Mr. and Mrs.
and aunt to Princeton.
Willard Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry,
Visiting their parents, Mr. and
Jr., Owensboro, were the weekMrs. C. A. Woodall, Sr., during
end guests of the former's parthe weekend holidays were Mr.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry
and Mrs. Raymond Woodall,
Sr.
Memphis, Term. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay returned
Eugene Sedberry, Chicago, Mn.
to her home in Elkton WedDalton Woodall and daughters,,'
nesday following an extended
Greta Glen and Lucendia, Pa- I
visit with her daughter, Mrs.
ducah, and Mr. and Mrs. HickG. M. Pedley, and Mr.•Pedley.
man Baldree, Frankfort.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart McGough,
Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt spent
Stanford, were the guests last
Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. HowLillie Ingleheart, Equality.
ard McGough and Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Virginia Smith, LouisIley McGough.
ville, spent last weekend with
Little Tommy Roberts, Hazard,
her brother, Virgil Smith, and
is spending the summer with his
family, Hopkinsville street.
grandparents, the Rev. and Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. G. Baker HubH. G. M. Hatler, who went to
bard and sons, George, Bill and
Hazard this week to bring him
Allan Brooks, Jackson, Tenn.,
here.
were the Sunday guests of Mr.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank T. Linton
and Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, W.
plan to go to Lexington to see
Main street.
Sua-bared 'n' ready for fun .. for eausy Summer play,
their son, Frank B. Linton, reMr. and Mrs. J. C. Berry and
ceive his degree from the Colfashions! Your small fry will be a sensation in
Miss Joan Berry are vacationing
lege of Agriculture and Home
at their former home, Cedar
000l tubbale outfits •.'specially designed to enhance
Economics, University of KenRapids, Is.
their very young charms ... take lpta of rough wear, tool

Wowteal

.
Mrs. Cline Murphy gave the 'Club winner in ghle demonstrsdevotional and thought for the lion, gave her demonstration of
month. The makir project, home packing a school lunch.
Visitors present were Mesnursin.g, was i'resented by Mrs.
Rudolph Morris and Mrs. Elijah dames Dean Murphy and Thelma
Paxton and Misses Wilma VanLamb.
Sue Wadlingeton, county 44i diver and Sue Wadlingtp.a. Mak

1949

beta present
were Mask
Cline Murphy, Rudolph
N,.! .
Otis Smile, Elijah 1,
Taylor, Jerry
liollowsY, fat
Wood and One Bryant.
The June meeting will
te
withMrs. Otis Smiley.
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Dawson Road
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They'll enjoy 'every
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'MASHING
COSTSLASHING

pair of fine quality
Phoenix

anklets in

these luscious, frosty
pastel tonings. Designed
to match their
new cottons — they'll
Love Phoenix pastels.

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
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SUN-SENSATIONS

EXACTLY DM

$(k 9f,

PAl
She
A—SUN SUIT
Sizes 4 to 6-x
$2.95
B—SWIM SUIT
Sizes 7 through 14
$2.95
0—INDIAN HEAD COTTON
PLAY OUTFIT
$I 75
Midriff
Boxer Shorts
92 51

SUN SUITS

$1.25 - $1 50 $1 95 - $2 95

BOYS'SHIRTS
SHOP HOURS! 9180 A. M. to 6:00 P. W.

$150

BOYS' SHORTS

1 25 - $1.95

BOYS' SEERSUCKER SHORTS

BEAUTIFUL LOOP RUGS

CIIRLS' SHORTS
SUN DRESSES

$1 00
$1.95 and $295

call

2893

$2 95 - $3 95 - $5 95

All Colors. Size 24x44

Many, Many Other Crisp, Cool Summer Suno

For Free Display at Your Home Saturday, June 4

Fashions For That Youngster

State Color Wanted.

JEWEL TEA MAN

Of Yours
Highway 41-N - - - At City Lim*
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

1
1i11111111

ite

And so inexpensively prieedl

ON SALE!

it'CAI MAITER,at

•

SWP - Flo
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el $5.00 gal . . . House Paint
Permanent. Write today. Mcslabs and sawdust for sale. 3tp
$4.75 gal . . . Porch Paint
Ness Company. Dept. A. FreeWATC
H MAKING: All makes
$4.00 gal . . . Parmolite $4.00
port, Ill.
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
gal ... Truck and Imp. Enamel
repaired. All work guaranteed.
$4.00 gal
. . Casein Paint
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
$3.00 gal . . . Linoquick $5.00
watchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
Lace-Laden Rayon Crepe
gal . . . Flat Wall Paint $3.00
Prop.
tic
Lyman Cravens
gal . . . Scretie Enamel 59c qt.
Funeral services for Lyman M.
RED SPOT flat wall paint - Joiner Hardware Co.
ltc
Cravens, 88, who died Sunday,
only $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched
WANTED: Salesman or salesMay 29, following a heart attack,
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Pink or White
lady to sell Lationally adverwere conducted Tuesday afterParmolite finish. JOINER'Stised merchandise in Caldwell
noon at Brown's Funeral Home.
your friendly hardware. tic
and Lyon counties. Write P.O.
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SEE
CUMMINS SERVICE STAson Springs, was in charge.
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Motor, the motor for speed PIANO
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and
power. The only full
beautifully. Choose at at least one
Mr. Cravens, who was born in
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
jewelled line of outboards
today!
Christian county in 1860, had been
Hopkinsville, Ky.
53tp
from the smallest to the largest
a member of Harmony Baptist
model. Phone 2198.
Church since early in life.
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(
)
lP$932
SERVICE
2tc VISIT
He is survived by four daughSTATION for Standard Oil
ters, Mrs. Maymie Murphy and BIG SMITH matched suits in
Products.
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Efficient
service
gray,
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fully
seniorMrs. Claude Robinson, both of
guaranteed; qukk road service.
ized.
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are
the best by
Princeton; Mrs. Nora Ladd,
POR
Phone 3931.
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test. Wood Bros.
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Tampa, Fla., and Mrs. Ora P'Pool,
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WANTED: Shop foreman. Must
Dawson Springs, and by several ONE DAY radio service
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grandchildren.
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Funeral services for Mrs. Eliza
the best. Try them. They are
AUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
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glass cut and installed in all
Hubbard, were conducted Wedcars. Williams Texaco Service
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4
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1
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Station, Corner Plum & main.
priced refrigerator ever built
Funt-ral Horne. Mrs. Hubbard, 79
Sizes 34-40
Phone 557.
. .`. unequalled in appearance
44",oh' et tee
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died Sunday night in the Jennie
.
tfc
1446 hiefteNo.
. . unmatched in advanced
in luscious colors, sparked
Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville,
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with Alencon type cotton
91br 444
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I
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lace.
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Burial was in Cedar Hill Cem4001., 1q
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"rf
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and at its price. Joiner Hardin
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410•• **a,
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in
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•Motor T
do house work or
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•Make old owl
.
is survived by two sons, Ronald,
baby sitting. By hour or day.
440 ak,
FOR SALE: ('-see pick-up baler;
•*04 Ad?"„..m
California, and Rupert, Nebraska,
Hollywood Briefs
Elizabeth Hodge, 317 W. Hall,
Case side-delivery rake At
and a brother, Harve Nichols,
Dawson Springs.
Sizes 34-38
2tp
C&L Tractor Co.
Caldwell county.
3tp
Runproof 2-bar tricot knit
She was a member of First FERTILIZER: We have for imEXACTLY DESIGNED TO FIT YOUR PRESENT WHEELS
in pastel shades. All round
mediate delivery: 8-8-6, 4-12-8, FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
Christian Chureh,
and Electrical Supplies, visit
elastic waist and lace trim4-1-2-4, 2-1.2-6, 0-14-7, 20 perStallins and Kennedy Electric
med leg.
cent phosphate. Place your orMrs. Ellen Farris
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
der now. We deliver, phone
WATC
FOR
H
Funeral services were conRED HOT SPECIALS Every Thursday
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
2053, Robinson Implement Co.
ducted Saturday afternoon, May
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Beginning Toda
3tc
28, In Rogers Cemetery, Christian
NOTICE: The Bright Spot will be
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percent phosphate. Immediate
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Co., Phone 3163.
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Walrond. Mgr.
Itc
C. & I... Tractor Co.
ltc
in Christian county near the
Caldwell county line, is survived
by six children, Miles. Route 3,
Princeton; Mrs. Addie Hensley,
Choose That Lifetime Gift for the
Star route, Dawson Springs, and
Mrs. Hattie
Aldridge, Mrs.
Ethel Hensley, Clearance and
Amos, all of Route 2, Cerulean,
28 grandchildren and 12 greatgrandchildren.
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Trousseau
-Like

IRE IT a ACAIII...11 POPULAR REMIND

FOR THE BRIDE!

Vt

wApenei
Le

OUR
SMASHING
COSTSLASHING

LINGERIE

Deaths & Funerals

4-GORE SLIP

•

$1.98 to $3.98

ON WORLD FAMOUS

U.S.ROYALS

YOUR otp,T

the tires that revolutionized
riding and driving
You ,o•hod fgq lii .ms114011$11,
pa_toi

COafp4RE

IS ROYAL MASTER444

FREE
SERVIoir

omoi

118. ROYAL0444

Princeton Tire &
Recapping Co.

•

TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS ON
PAINTING NEEDS
Sherwin-Williams Outside
Only)
411 iaI.
• Grayseal Outside
(Colors Only)

SWP - Floor Enamel Gray-Seal Floor Enamel
$1.00 qt.
$3.85 gal.
$1.25 qt.$3.20 gal.
Four-Hour Enamel
Enameloid (colors only)
(Color Only)
$4.75 gal.
$1.50 qt.$3.60 gal.
$1.25 qt.
Semi-Lustre (colors only)Sem -Glo (col
ors only)
i
ss
$3.50 gal.
$1.10 qt.$3.20 gal.
$1.10 qt.
Flat-Tone (color only) Flat-Wall (color only)
$2.95 gal.
95c qt.$2.60 gal.
95c qt.
Many Other Savings In Paint - - - A Bargain In
First Quantity Paint For Your Every Need
In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost Co.

JUNE GRADUATE or BRIDE

Art Aupthorities
To Lecture At UK
Highlighting the summer program of the University of Kentucky Department of Art will
be a series of lectures and demonstrations by two viititing
artists, Illfert Wilke of Louisville and Edmund Giesbert of
Chicago. Wilke, who received
his training in Berlin and Paris,
has won numerous international
honors for his paintings, many
of which currently belong to the
collections of European and
American museums. Giesbert,
trained in Vienna, is widely
known as a painter, writer, designer and illustrator. The University's summer program in art
is planned to meet the needs
and interests of both prospective
and in-service teachers.
Band Clinic At UK
A concert and marching band
clinic for Kentucky high school
students and band directors will
be held on the University of
Kentucky campus July 25-29,
under the direction of the Music
Department.

c.icearosn'o
rysking las Made

Select From The Worolds Greatest

PIANOS
and Add a Lifetime of Culture and Personal
Enjoyment
Choose from Nine Standard Names

STEINWAY KNABE STO RY at CLARK
HADDORFF HARDMAN
KRAKAUER
AND JESSE FRENCH

RIPPEN
CABLE

Shackleton's Do Not Sell Any Off Brands
Our Prices Are
Always Right

$595?:
Use Shackleton's Budget Payment Plan

In Line With
Quality and Guarantee

Another Gift Suggestion

THE FAMOUS HAMMOND SOLOVOX
That Can Be Aattached to Any Piano

WE SEND THEM
ANYWHERE

Ur'

ALTON 14.
TEtydri
l FT9
at N
I

OCK NORTH o;SUM ft WWI

612 Broadway
147 East Main St., Lexington

Next To Hotel Irvin Cobb
PADUCAH
621 South 4th St.. Louisville
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English Seen As
language To End
Curse Of Babel
New York—Can English end
the curse of Babel? Some experts not only believe it can
but is well along the road.
In the centuries to come, some
say, English can become a language like Latin in the Middle
Ages in which all educated men
can understand each other. Only
this may be more important, because far more of the people are

in
HO PKINSVILLE
shop

wicarso n
for
Women's Wear
"Not More, But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

educated.
Nobody knows how many people speak English today. Estimates vary from H. L. Menken's
175,000,000 to the 1949 World
Alin/knees- 270,000000. Dr. AL
bert H. Marckwardt of the University of Michigan makes a
"guess" that 230,000,000 people
have English as a native language. That compares with fOUT
or five million in 1582.
"It is, however, in its development as a second language what
the real opportunities for the
future development of English
seerg to lie," Marckwardt says.
He says estimates of the number of people using English as
a second language vary from
50,000,000 to 125,000,000. But in
another century, be says, "we
can asume that probably 500,000,000 people will be speaking
some form of English either as
a first or a second language."
Of international languages such
as Basic English and Esperanto
he says, "We can only conclude
that no one of them has yet
been sufficiently successful to
justify much confidence in its
future."
Dr. Aileen T. Kitchin, associate professor of the teaching of
English at Teacher's College,
Columbia University, spells that
out. -She cites one count which

Many Features In
4

- H Week Program
arid
ii111111g
111
/J0,11110.1,41

homemaking, demonstrations tss
farm and home practices, judging
of foods, canned products and
clothing, and inspirational and
recreational events will make up
the program of the 26th anfival
26th annual 4-11 Week at the University of Kentucky June 7-11.
Each day will begin with assembly in the Memorial Building
and close with vesper services in
the Open Air theater. Folk
games and other recreational programs will be held each evening.
In addition to judging home
products and giving demonstrations in various home-making
practices, girls will hove a style
t Foote takes a heao, „, his mount Caidstone stumbles
after taking the last hurdle in Belmont Park, New York, steeplechase. Jockey Foote suffered a possible nose fracture. The horse had to be destroyed. (AP Wirephoto)
ioti

shows that the 850 simple words
in Basic English have 12,425
meanings when used according
to the Basic Engli;11 rules. And
the Oxford Dictionary -gives 18,416 senses for those same words.
In addition, she says, a .living
language must grow from life.
Its words and forms must reflect things and ideas people
use.
AGENTS FOR
A
Here are some of the reasons
the experts thing English has a
chance to spread and possibly
to become the international language of the future:
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
1. It is the native language of
Contact
two of the world's great powers.
JAMES D MASHBURN
2. It is widely used. It is one
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2016
of the two working languages in
the United Nations. And Dr.
Marckwardt estimates, for instance, that three-fifths of the
worlds' radio stations broadcast
in English.
3. It is widely centered. It is
usk as a native language on at
least four of the continents.
Rimcian, its nearest big rival, is
centered on two continents.
4. It is well standardized. The
dialects which prevent many
Chinese, for instance, from understanding each other are absent.
5. It is already widely taught
as a second language. Marchwardt says it is replacing French
as :a second language in Latin
America. And its teaching is important in Holland, Scandinavia
and even in Russia.
6. New methods of teaching
make it. easier for men to learn
another language. This is expected to help 'boost the- language
which already has the advantage
and which is native to people
with ideas and the prestige of
money and power.
"It is now possible," Kitcfhin

Prescriptions

WOOD DRUG
STORE

Ali.,

Farmers Raise
Half Family Food
Comparing farm life with living in thr7ity, Lawrence A.
Bradford of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentucky, notes
that many farmers get about half
of the family food from the farm.
This food is produced at a cash
cost below what it sells for in
The city, and yet it is by no
means free, he points out. Meats
and milk are among the most
valuable foods furnished by the
farm.
The farm family has a house
and some fuel furnished. Some
farm items, Bradford notes, are
more expensive on the farm
than in the city. Among these
are running water and electricity. Transportation costs also are
higher, as are entertainment
costs, because farm people have
farther to go. Most farm families
keep an automobile, which they
use for :both business and pleasure.
Farmers live more cheaply
than city folks mainly because
they spend less, according to
Economist Bradford. Work
clothes are less expensive than
business suits. Milking is a
cheaper form of exercise than
golf. Not so many farmers belong to clubs bowling leagues,
fishing clubs end the like.
Since the farm may furnish
much of the food and the house
rent, it is an economical place
for persons with large families,
Bradford concludes.

says, "for a student who does
not know English to come to
the United States in June, learn
The turkey is the only native English in two months and enAmerican representative of the ter a university in September."
She admits he may :have a hard
pheasant family.
time at first. But after two
months' full time work, he can
get along in his new language
an practice will make his work
progressively easier.
Barney McCosky batted .236 for
the Philadelphia A's in 1948 but
he failed to hit a single home run
for the first season since he entered the majors in 1939.

W. R. BARNETT FARM

Swans were partly domesticated by the ancient Romans
who valued their flesh as food.

357 acres, more or less, situated south of and directly across Cumberland River from Kuttawa, in
Lyon County, Ky.

Reason for sale: Eight heirs residing in six states desire sale and
division.

Sydney, Australia—(AP)—An
amateur fisherman, Mr. Arch
Wiley, went fishing at Murwillumbah, New South Wales, Australia, and caught a meal of fish
and chips. Wiley threw his line
into Cudgen Creek and immediately caught a large flathead,
which bulged in the middle. The
bulge was caused by a large potato, five inches long.
The University of Santa Clara
baseball team will play 27 contests this season.
Farmers in Gallatin county
seeded Kenland clover alongside red clover, so they can
compare the two.

Sealed offers will be received and acted upon at the City Hall, in
Kuttawa, Ky., at 10:00 A. M., Thursday, June 9, 1949, for this
property as follows:
1st. For timber 20 in. and up;
2nd. For timber 12-in, and up;
3rd. For land subject to sale of timber under No. 1;
4th. For land subject to sale of timber under No. 2;
and 5th. For land and timber as a whole.
Highest offers under Nos. 1 and 3 will be added and highest offers
under Nos. 2 and 4 will be added and compared with highest offer under No. 5 to ascertain highest offer.

W. R. Barnett's Heirs

events. A special feature will be
demonstrations and information
on opportunities for women trained in home economics. Phi Upsilon Omicron, honorary home economics fraternity, will have
charge of this part of the program.
Boys will see the experimental
crops, livestock and equipment
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The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are, disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Ask for it either stay... both
trade-markt mean Me tame Miss.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
10151.E0 UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Phone 3698

Princeton, Ky.

HOPKINSVILL. COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

0 1949, TT* Coro Colo CLOW

TEXAS GAS BUILDS 800-MILE
GAS PIPE LINE THROUGH COUNTY
WORK STARTS ON
NEW LINE; TO BE
FINISHED BY 1950
111111011111

Construction work has begun on the new Texas Gas pipe hne
being built near
here. A wrapping and coating machine (above)
protects the pipefrom corrosion.

dreds of miles of heavy 26-inch
steel pipe have arrived with
timetable regularity, and have
been stored carefully along the
right-of-way.
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purchase price.
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revue and attend rnany other

Hundreds of skilled pipe liners—
specialists in a rugged business
—have started work on Texas
Gas Transmission Corporation's
new 26-inch pipe line that passes
through this section.
They are men involved in a
race against time. For the 800mile steel tube they are building
from Texas to Ohio must be in
the ground and delivering natural gas by the end of the year.

USED AS A LIVESTOCK FARM FROM
27 TO 49 YEARS.
3 room dwelling, 4 room tenant house (old), 2 cisterns, big barn
with five shdds 50 ft. x 12 ft. each, well fenced and watered,
estimated 100 to 125 acres in timber, black locusts for posts, and
balance, except 30 acres, in grass.

Catches "Fish And Chips"

: :lid Experiment
,\
.,t
Station. Included will be a flock
many
01 shp that has furnished
champions at the International
Llie Stock Exposlion, and an
outstanding dairy herd. The boys
also, will see the hig new dairy
center, which is one of the beat
of its kind in the United States.
Every one of the 120 counties
in the state will be represented at
4-H Week this year. The attendance is expecetd to be between
1,300 and 1,500 boys and girls,

Work to proceed in 8 sections
To do such a job, Texas Gas has
employed six contractors whose
men will work simultaneously
on eight sections of the line.
You may have seen the preparations going on for weeks, as
construction crews waited for
thewinter's snow and ice to pass,
and for the ground along the
pipe line route to harden. Hun-

.e.rvo

?tin"'

41ftf

etes6,,,c,a

Surveys completed
Surveys of the entire distance
have been completed, first from
the air, and then more painstakingly from the ground so that
every foot of the route is known
to Texas Gas engineers. Using
these surveys, Texas Gas men
purchase rights to the land
through which the pipe will pass.
Today pipe liners are busy
digging an 800-mile trench with
ditching machines, building six
compressor stations that will
pump gas through the line,
wrapping the pipe in insulating

enamel and glass fiber, and
doing hundreds of other jobs
that must be completed by the
end of 1949.
Ultimately,this hidden,underground highway—the only kind
of facility that can transport
natural gas—will be able to
move 400,000,000 cubic feet of
gas a day.
New neighbor settles here
As a new neighbor, we expect
curiosity about who we are and
what we are doing.
One of the best ways to get
acquainted is through the pages
of your newspaper. As work
progresses on the pipeline,Texas
Gas. will report in this manner
on its operations as they relate
to your community.

Attached information from our
company newspaper, PIPELINE PROGRESS,is printed to give you news about our new

pipe line through your area
and to inform you of activities
of our natural gas
transmission system. You may receive
regular copies of PIPELINE
PROGRESS by writing to,

l'EXAS,GAS MIRRIVINST
P. 9.sox an oweasoao, Ky. '
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English Seen As
Language To End
-Curse Of Babel
New York—Can English end
the curse of Babel? Some exparts not only believe it can
but is well along the road.
Tn the centuries to come, some
Say, English can become a Ianetsage like Latin in the Middle
Ages in which all educated men
can understand each other. Only
thls may be more important, because far more of the people are
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New Jersey, .
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of Its kind in the United
versity of Michigan makes a
Every one of the 120 counties
of foods, canned proaucts and
Try a Leader Classified
"guess" that 230,000,000 people
represented at
clothing, and inspirational and in the state will be
have English as a native lanwill make up 4-H Week this year. The attendevents
recreational
guage. That compares with four
between
the program of the 26th annual ance is expecetd to be
FIRE
or five million in 1582.
Week at the Uni- 1,300 and 1,500 boys and girls,
4-11
annual
26th
"It is, however, in its developlocal club leaders and county
Kentucky June /41.
versity
of
ment as a second language what
INSURANCE
demonstration agents.
Each day will begin with as- and home
the real opportunities for the
nineteen counand
hundred
Building
One
Memorial
the
in
sembly
future development of English
represented in 1948, the
CALLIli Ast
and close with vesper services in ties were
MARK CUNNINGHAM
seers to lie," Marckwardt says.
Open Air theater. Folk attendance totaling 1,211.
the
compl•t• Insurano
He says estimates of the num111 W. s.s.irket
games and other recreational proSt 9
ber of people using English as
Turtles have no teeth, but
grams will be held each evening.
a second language vary from
surbiting
sharp
have
jaws
In addition to judging home their
50,000,000 to 125,000,000. But in
products and giving dernonstrs- faces.
another century, he says, "we
dons in various home-making
can asunie that probably 500,practices, girls will have a style
000,000 people will be speaking
HEADING FOR TROUBLE—Jockey Albert Foote takes a header as his mount Caidstone stumbles revue and attend many other
some form of English either as
after taking the last hurdle in Belmont Park, New York, steeplechase. Jockey Foote suffered a pos- events. A special feature will be
a first or a second language." sible nose fracture. The horse had to be destroyed.
demonstrations and information
(AP Wirephoto)
Of international languages such
on opportunities for women trainas Basic English and Esperanto shows that the 850 simple words
Catches "Fish And Chips"
ed in home economics. Phi UpsilSydney, Australia---(AP)—An on Omicron, honorary home ecohe says, "We can only conclude in Basic English have 12,425
that no one of them has yet meanings when used according
amateur fisherman, Mr. Arch nomics fraternity, will have
been sufficiently successful to to the Basic English
Wiley, went fishing at Murwil- charge of this part of the program.
rules. And
justify much confidence in its
Boys will see the experimental
lumbah, New South Wales, Austhe Oxford Dictionary gives 18,Comparing
farm life with livfuture."
crops, livestock and equipment
a
meal
tralia,
of
and
fish
caught
416
senses
for
those
same
words.
ing in the city, Lawrence A.
Dr. Aileen T. Eitchin, associate professor of the teaching of In addition, she says, a living Bradford of the College of Agri- and chips. Wiley threw his line
English at Teacher's College, language must grow from life. culture and Home Economics, into Cudgen Creek and immediColumbia University, spells that Its words and forms must re- University of Kentucky, notes ately caught a large flathead,
out. She cites one count which flect things and ideas people
which bulged in the middle. The
that many farmers get about half
bulge was caused by a large pouse.
of the family food from the farm. tato, five inches long.
Here are some of the reasons
the experts thing English has a This food is produced at a cash
The University of Santa Clara
chance to spread and possibly cost below what it sells for in
to become the international lan- the city, and yet it is by no baseball team will play 27 contests this season.
guage of the future:
means free, he points out. Meats
Farmers in Gallatin county
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
1. It is the native language of
and milk
among the most 'seeded Kenland clover alongContact
two of the world's great powers.
109 Short Street
JAMES D MASHBURN
2. It is widely used. It is one valuable foods furnished by the side red clover, so they can
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
compare the two.
of the two working languages in farm
The farm family has a house
the United Nations. And Dr.
Marckwardt estimates, for in- and some fuel furnished. Some
stance, that three-fifths of the farm items, Bradford notes, are
worlds' radio stations broadcast more expensive on the farm
than in the city. Among these
in English.
3. It is widely centered. It ,is are running water and electriciusAi as a native language on at ty. Transportation costs also are
least four of the continents. higher, as are entertainment
Russian, its nearest big rival, is costs, because farm people have
farther to go. Most farm families
centered on two continents.
4. It is well standardized. The keep an automobile, which they
dialects which prevent many use for both business and pleasThe Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
Chinese, for instance, from un- ure.
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
Farmers live more cheaply
derstanding each other are abthan city folks mainly because
sent,
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied
5. It is already widely taught they spend less, according to
as a second language. March- Economist Bradford. Work
doily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
wardt says it is replacing French cloths are less expensive than
as a second language in Latin business suits. Milking is a
We pay all phone charges.
America. And its teaching is im- cheaper form of exercise than
etrk for it either uay
portant in Holland, Scandinavia golf. Not so many farmers betrade-marks mean Me Jaw
long to clubs bowling leagues,
and even in Russia.
6. New methods of teaching fishing clubs end the like.
Since the farm may furnish
make it. easier for men to learn
DOMED UNDER AUTHOPITY Of INC COCA-COLA COMPANY II
another language. This is ex- much of the food and the house
MOPKINSVILLIII COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
Phone 3698
pected to help -boost the language rent, it is an economical place
Princeton, Ky.
0 1945, Th. Ca.-U.(4.Am
which already has the advantage for persons with large families,
and which is native to people Bradford concludes.
with ideas and the prestige of
says, "for a student who does
money and power.
"It is now
ssible," Kitddn not know English to come to
the United States in June, learn
The turkey is the only native English in two months and enAmerican representative of the ter a university in September."
She admits he may have a hard
pheasant family.
time at first. But after two
months' full time work, he can
get along in his new language
nni practice will make his work
progressively easier.
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For Sale

Barney McCosky batted .236 for
the Philadelphia A's in 1948 but
he failed to hit a single home run
for the first season since he entered the majors in 1939.

W. R. BARNETT FARM

Swans were partly domesticated by the ancient Romans
who valued their flesh as food.

357 acres, more or less, situated south of and directly across Cumberland River from Kuttawa, in
Lyon County, Ky.

3 room dwelling, 4 room tenant house (old), 2 cisterns, big barn
with five sheds 50 ft. x 12 ft. each, well fenced and watered,
estimated 100 to 125 acres in timber, black locusts for posts, and
balance, except 30 acres, in grass.

Sealed offers will be received and acted upon at the City Hall, in
Kuttawa, Ky., at 10:00 A. M., Thursday, June 9, 1949, for this
property as follows:
1st. For timber 20 in. and up;
2nd. For timber 12-in, and up;
3rd. For land subject to sale of timber under No. 1;
4th. For land subject to sale of timber under No. 2;
and 5th. For land and timber as a whole.
Highest offers under Nos. 1 and 3 will be added and highest offers
under Nos. 2 and 4 will be added and compared with highest offer under No. 5 to ascertain highest offer.

W. R. Barnett's Heirs

WAIL PAPER • PIASTER • WAIL BOARD
•SAR•TONER is a quells., oil
paisd. Its soft modern shades
blend perfectly with your
drapes and furniture, adding
Joann and good toile to every
room.
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5411-1CINE12 provides Simi clia•isli
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Awnimmes

Construction work has begun on the new
Texas Gas pipe line being built soar
here. A wrapping and coating
nuu•hine (above) protects the pipefrom corrosion.

dreds of miles of heavy 26-inch
steel pipe have arrived with
timetable regularity, and have
been stored carefully along the
right-of-way.

WALL PAINT
7ert 44e !PACS

Terms: Cash. Possession on delivery of deed and payment of
purchase price.

WORK STARTS ON
NEW LINE; TO BE
FINISHED BY 1950
Hundreds of skilled pipe liners—
specialists in a rugged business
—have started work on Texas
Gas Transmission Corporation's
new 26-inch pipe line that passes
through this section.
They are men involved in a
race against time. For the 800mile steel tube they are building
from Texas to Ohio must be in
the ground and delivering natural gas by the end of the year.

USED AS A LIVESTOCK FARM FROM
27 TO 49 YEARS.

Reason for sale: Eight heirs residing in six states desire sale and
division.

TEXAS GAS BUILDS 800-MILE
GAS PIPE LINE THROUGH COUNTY

P.
— NAP Pip.
rtzAS GAS TRANSmISS)ON Colt,

Work to proceed in 8 sections
To do such a job, Texas Gas has

employed six contractors whose
men will work simultaneously
on eight sections of the line.
You may have seen the preps-rations going on for weeks, as
construction crews waited for
the winter's snow and ice to pass,
and for the ground along the
pipe line route to harden. Hun-

Surveys completed
Surveys of the entire distance
have been completed, first from
the air, and then more painstakingly from the ground so that
every foot of the route is known
to Texas Gas engineers.
these surveys, Texas GasUsing
men
purchase rights to the land
through which the pipe will pass.
Today pipe liners are
digging an 800-mile trench busy
ditching mac es, buildingwith
six
compress stations that will
pump
s through the line,
wra ng the pipe in
insulating

enamel and glass fiber, and
doing hundreds of other jobo
that must be completed by the
end of 1949.
Ultimately, this hidden,underground highway—the only kind
of facility that can transport
natural gas—will be able to
move 400,000,000 cubic feet of
gas a day.
Noir neighbor settles here
As a new neighbor, we expect
curiosity about who we are and
what we are doing.
One of the best ways to get
acquainted is through the pages
of your newspaper. As work
progresses on the pipe line,Texas
Gas will report in this manner
onits operations as they relate
to your community.

Attached information
from our company newspaper, PIPELINE PROGRESS,is
printed to give you news about our new
pipe line through
your area and to inform you of activities
of our natural
gas transmission system.
You may receive
regular copies of
PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing to,
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le Policeman
Get FBI Course

Old Grey Mare

Kenilworth, Australia-1AP)—
At Yab
Yabba near her,
there's II pony mare whos,
Ky.,—Commissioner known age is 38 years. Her actup'
Her head
porelbethrie-F..Crowe. mane have gone gray
with
,!lourictsi that Lieut. Josepit,
but otherwise she's nearly as
of the identification see- good as she
used to be.
the State Police will be
training
cently
eight-weeks
completed
a course at the
„in
at the Federal Bureau Academy and "the results atentification Natiohal Acade- tained fully justify us in perWashington, D. 'C., begin- mitting our men to receive this
' dy 1. Lieut. Hall has been special training," said Crowe.
'!le State Police and its "We are striving diligently to
-Aar organization, the build up a thorough-going police
Patrol, for the past organization that will be a credit
to Kentucky," said Crowe. "Our
years.
Academy requested the purpose is a police organization
ent of is member of the that deals gently yet firmly with
to receive the .training the public. Our alez is a com, which deals with the fun- pletely up-to-date police group,
at.ls of police work and well -qualified and well-trained
for service to the public."
CLAIMS ifIGGEST POST-WAR FAMILY' TITLE—Mrs. John J. Walsh shows her week-old baby
s.
tective James Hughes, anPatricia Mary to the infant's father and six brothers and sisters shortly after the mother arrived
member of the force, rehome at Quincy, Mass., from the hospital with the baby, her first child not a twin. With seven
children in three and one half years Walsh, 30, and his wife Alice, 28, think they must have the
biggest post-war family in the nation. Walsh holds the oldest twins, John and Bill (left to right)
born Oct. 10, 1945; to left of Mrs. Walsh is Kathleen, 144 years old whose twin brother is Kevin
(right-foreground) while in right rear are Michael and Maureen, 21
/
2 years old. Both parents served
as pharmacists mates in Navy before marriage. (AP Wirephoto).

Auto Fatalities
Decrease In April

Attention, Church Groups, Schools, Factories and

During Jewel Tea Company's 50th anniversary we will
range for you to get a $34, 48-cup electric urn FREE! For
110 particulars, call Crider, 2893, and leave your phone
number, so 1 can contact you.

Frankfort, Ky., June 2—Kentucky's drivers are becoming
more careful!
There was a sharp reduction of
fatal automobile accidents in the
state during the month of April
in comparison to the month of
March, reports from the Kentucky State Police show.
There were 49 fatal accidents
during March, but only 33 during April, although traffic was
15 percent heavier during that
month.

Washington
Letter

5,400 Homemakers
At Annual Meetings

Ky. Farm News

Studies Housekeeping

After 43 Years At It

Seventy-five pounfis of WebAlthough Mrs. K. N. Yelser
do peas were distributed to home of Davies' county has been keepgardeners in Boone county, to .in_443usP._for _ 40..20111,_
f
test this season.
unties to find the Sutherland
With the recent erection of Homemakers Club a source of
electric lines in Miller Vire)
., ideas for doing work easier and
cotnmunity in Todd county, better. Recently she showed
several farm homes have put in Home Agent Kathryn S. Calloway a cleaning kit she had made
water systems.
A large number of farms and after seeing one at her club
4-H club members in Laurel
county set strawberry patches
this spring.
The Colmar Homemakers Club
in Bell county has improved its
club house and invested $73.25 in
24 steel chairs.
Spencer county farmers this
spring seed an estimated 5,000
acres of ladino clover and grass
and 2,000 acres of alfalfa.
Members of 'homemakers clubs
in Christian county made a survey of schools to see what kind
of breakfasts were eaten.
Robert M. Giltner and Forrest Smith of Shelby county are
planning to irrigate tobacco from
reservoirs and ponds.
Several tobacco plant beds
were treated with gas in Hart
county, after a demonstration on
Earl Martin's farm.
Members of Clark county
homemakers clubs have made
fabric hats and gloves to go
with cotton dresses.
Farmers in Magoffin county
are growing Ladino clover and
Ky. 31 fescue and using rock
PHONE 2441
phosphate on pastures.

One 4-Room House and Bath at
Locust and Hawthorne

One 5-Room House with Bath on
Maple Avenue
PRICED TO SELL

More than 5,400 homemakers
from 100 counties in Kentucky
attended the annual district metings of homemakers club members held in the state from April
25 to May 7. Having as its general theme "Adventures in Living," the one-day programs
featured Miss Fannie Brooks,
formerly health specialist at the
Paint faded awnings and terUniversity of Illinois. Other
speakers at each meeting were race umbrellas with a colorful
Mrs. W. K. Morris of Hopkins- coating made for the purpose.
ville, president of the Kentucky
Federation of Homemakers
Clubs, and Miss Myrtle Weldon,
Lexington, state leader of home
demonstration
work. District
chairmen of reading, publicity,
citizenship and membership committees reported on goals achieved,

By Jane Eads
Washington—"Democracy cannot be bought. It cannot be
taught. It can only be shared."
And, Mrs. Marc Law of Chicago
told the council meeting of the
League of Women Voters, "there
is no dogma for democracy, and
you can not change people's
hearts and minds by propaganda."
This was brought home to her
during a recent four-month -sojourn in Italy as a representative
for the Carrie Chapman Catt
A total of 188,780 fans watched Memorial Fund,
created by the
the 24 games played by the Notre league to meet requests
of foreign
Dame basketball team last season, women for help in using
their
a new school record.
vote effectively. Mrs. Law, who
21.
speaks Italian fluently, talked
)with women in all walks of life in
Italy. •
"You don't have to deal with
apathy over there," she said. partisan organization, the society
"That's why 94 per cent of the has persuaded a reluctant and imwomen voted in the Italian elect- poverished government to open
ions last September. There is no night schools for illiterate adults
doubt whatever that the women and teen-agers who work in the
in Italy have had a tremendous day t.,.ne.
awakening to their individual and
The fund money will be used
political responsibility, but a by the society for a 20-day training period for the 100 teachers
great deal remains to be done.
'We have been furnished the who conduct the classes in the
Italians with our technical know- southern province of Lucania,
ledge. We have shared our goods where the official estimate of ilwith them—our rag' materials. literacy is 46 per cent. Among
We need to share a great deal women it is 100 per cent.
more, but mostly affection and
"The teachers in these moununderstanding." She urged that tain class rooms with no window
trade union leagues, 4-H Boys glass, no heat, and very little
and Girls clubs and farmers' light, are very young," Mrs. Law
groups send representatives to said. "They have practically no
Italy and that tourists and others material except a small blacktalk with the people.
board. They are not prepared to
Mrs. Law said the Carrie Chap- answer questions on government,
man Catt fund has just voted to legislation about workers or probsend $4,000 to aid the Society to lems of agriculture. We hope
Fight Illiteracy in Italy. A non- our money will help a little."

nieetaig Using a strong tonuito
basket which she painted bright
green, she made a lining of oilcloth equipped with a series oi
pockets and straps for holding
Useful in houae:
cleaning. In all, 33 articles, such
as dust cloths, furniture polish,
wax, turpentine, brushes and
the like arcs included. Mrs. Yelser
has been a member of her homemakers club since its organization.

Also Some Good Farms

C. A. WOODALL

Insurance and Real Estate Agency
Princeton, Ky.
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Big Super-freezer Clint

IN A MERIT TONE SUIT ...

Swim Suit
Early!
Because we've had months to assemble the outstanding styles of the new season and to peek
at what was worn in Florida and California—
which means that our first showing is always the
most complete and comprehensive of the entire
Summer.

One and Two-Piece Models
Glowing Pastels or Dark Shades
8.95

everything you want in a fine, new 2
the advantages of (1) the —.5...„
big Super-Freezer Chest with more space and #
///
lower temperatures for storing frozen food;
(2) moist-cold refrigeration for longer protection of leafy vegetables and fruits. Rust-proof
aluminum shelves, basket drawer for small
Only Frigidaire Refrigerators hay'
the Meter-Miser, simplest refrigerpackages and eggs, exclusive Quickube
ation mechanism ever built. SealedTrays, all-porcelain interior and many other
In-steel, oiled for life, quiet, economical. And you're protected
conveniences. Come in. See them in this new
against service •xpens• for 0
Deluxe FRrGIDAIRE Refrigerator.
whole years!
• Here's

refrigerator, plus

Vf

9.95

10.95
14.95

Merit suits fit right
into your summer life.
Whatever the occasion,
you will be prepared
to enjoy it in more
coolness and style.
Smart styles, rich
colors for your
choice.
Complete line of
slacks in sharkskins,
rayon and all-wool.
Summer ties by
Wembley.
Shirts by Enro.
4- Socks and underwear by Munsing.

More Frigidaire Refrigerators serve in more American homes than any other make

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

12.95

117 W. MAIN Si',

•
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THE GARDEN

I

By John S. Gardnia, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

The. Canning Garden
The triastshere to look toward
next winter, with a view to having sufficient canned vegetables.
For this, extra planting should be
done, and although suspluses may
occur now and then, it is better to
go at the business in a manner to
make surpluses sure.
Beans.—For current needs, 15
feet or row of beans a person
planted every two weeks should
be enough and if that amount is

planted extra each time, through
June to July 15, extra beans will
result to fill a winter budget of
two servings a week. If this
scheme id used, likely the variety
will be the summer favorites,
Stringless Gireenpod or Tendergreen.
_
, Another way to assure a canning supply of beans is to make
specific plantings to that end, thus
concentrating the canning into
one operation, rather than spreading it over six weeks, as by the
way just described. In a way,
this may be better, as beans that
make a better canned product
than those named above may be
used. Two such varieties are
Logan and US Refugee No. 5.

ing was completely gutted. In Morrt
hundred years of
ion Irrigation
cob4
the rotunda under the dome was
development.
Over 100 Years Old
the famous white marble statue,
Many
of the
Washington—(AlP)— Modern
men canals or celitury.ok
'Woman Triumphant,' executed
irrigation as practiced by the
ditches aea
used by the
by Hart. The balling dome crushBy Jack Wild
Mormon pioneers in Utah be- conununities prospennu
and suburba
If you were a civil engineer- ed and destroyed it beyond re- gan two years before the esn
to
tng attldent Mid" If Vbile peer- pair. After the fire etii5161 /lOwn tlablishment in 1840 of the U. S. of Ita_uth. ./tett
Salt Lake
City,
ing through a surveying instru- a little there was a scramble Interior Department. On July 24, "Big Ditch,
" for
example,
ment you chanced to see that for souvenirs, small pieces of 1847, the followers of Brigham begun during
1848
the.%
the Court House was on fire, statue. Many wrre recovered, Young established an agricul- tonwood Tanner Ditch"
ipd
you probably would remember but one small piece was never tural pattern in the arid West "Green Ditch
that
which was to be repeated and year, the
it for many a day.
turned in."
"Walker Ditch"
improved through the next one lug, and
Exactly that 'happened to
the "Hill
Mr. Allen is a retired viceDitch" nil
several students at Kentucky president of the Chesapeake and
State College, now the Univer- Ohio Railway.
sity of Kentucky, more than
Afterthoughts: The most spechalf a century ago. Leonard B. tacular fire I ever saw was the
Allen, a graduate of the school night the Lexington cavalry
50 years ago and now a resident buildings burned, and ammuniof London Bridge, Vg., tells tion stored there exploded every
about It in the current issue of which way . . . if the wail of
THIS MAN WHO COULD SEE INTO THE FUTURE /
the Kentucky Alumnus:
a siren after dark no longer
"We had established a base thrills you, you must be getting
line on the campus out in front old ... and if you don't investiof the Old Main Building and gate even a false alarm in your
were checking the accuracy of neighborhood, you're just not
one of the city limit marker a quidnunc at hehart.
atones on Limestone street in
front of the campus. The City
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
of Lexington was then laid out
in a circle of one mile radius,.the
ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
center being the spire of the
TIMES YOUR
Fayette County Court House. In
WATCH
our triangulations survey it was
y
necessary to take sights, with
911w Ulundi.
an engineer's transit instrument,
ibt
on the spire of the Court House.
!pumas <,
"On May 14, 1897, while we
were so engaged, we observed
smoke issuing from the windows
YOUR WATCH TESTED Flit
of the Court House dome. It
Paulson Time-O-Graf
was soon apparent, as could be
plainly seen through the instrument, that the Court House
was on fire. We dropped everything and ran to the fire. It
203 N. Harrison St.
was a terrific fire and the buildPRINCETON, KY.

Jest Among Us

OHIO BOY WINS NATIONAL SPELL
INCi ISLE—Kim Calvin
(center, 10), 13-year-old eighth grade
pupil at Avondale school,
Canton, 0., representing the Canton Reposi
tory, is acknowledged
No other horn.freezer on
as the national spelling champion (May 27)
in Washington after he
the market is a better buy
defeated 49 other school pupils in the 22nd
than this General Electric!
annual bee. Runner-up,
James Shea of Brooklyn, N. Y., representing
the New York World It has the sealed-in relrigTelegram, is at right. Pronouncer
Benson Alleman (left) aneratin4 system—the very
nounces winner. (AP Wirephoto)
same type that has proved so
dependable in G-E Refrigerl
Logan may be difficult to find
*tors. More than two million
now,
but the "US5" is available
have been giving economical
through seedsmen who handle
service in G E Refrigerators
10 years os longer!
bulk seed and in mayn seed catalogs. Both these are firm-fleshAsk us about 10-DAY
FREE TRIAL:
ed beans with superior flavor, Brown, Lamb And
particularly when grown in late
Roberts To Serve
summer. Planting should be done
FOR AN ECONOMICAL
60 to 70 days ahead of the time 3-Year Terms
AND DEPENDABLE HOME FREEZE
Supervisors of the Caldwell
R, SEE US.
the canning is to be done. A total
of 75 feet of row a person should County Soil Conservation Disdo.
trict elected recently to serve
Tomatoes. — Possibly, tomato
3-year terms are M. P. Brown,
setting has been completed, but
as much may happen to tomatoes Jr., Edwin Lamb and Donald
S. Seminary St.
Phone 2081 (unless kept carefully spraye
d) Roberts, W. S. Traylor, polling
superintendent, announced.
Mr. Roberts was re-elected,
and Mr. Brown and Mr. Lamb
succeed Ancil Vinson and James
G. Neal.
Supervisors elected by the
landowners of the soil conservaHave your field seed recleaned
at Cayce-Yost Modern Retion district serve with Porter
cleaning plant. Special machines
for all kinds of seeds. New maM. Sell and W. P. Oldham, who
chines just installed for the 1949
were appointed by the State Soil
crop. Whatever your seed reConservation Committee, Oliver
cleaning problem is - - bring it to
us. We reclean all kinds of field
C. Allcock, work unit conservaseed.
tionist, said,
Besides Mr. Traylor, polling
KY. 31 FESCUE
LADINO CLOVER
officers were W. C. Oldham, E.
CRIMSON CLOVER
ORCHARD GRASS
W. Lamb, M. P. Brown, Sr., and
RED CLOVER
E. B. Creasey.
BARLEY
VETCH
RYE
Condensed cream of mushWHEAT
BLUE GRASS
room soup makes a quick sauce
Special machines to take turnip
for dried beef. A half can of the
out of crimson clover. Also
soup will be enough to sauce
separates vetch from rye and wheat
.
'about a quarter pound of the
BAGS
Ky. 31 Fescue bags in stock. Also
beef. Serve over noodles, toast,
bags for wheat,
or flufy mashed potato, and
barley and clover seed bags.
sprinkle with a little finely
Seed treated with Ceresan. All
seed tested promptly after
minced parsley for an attractive
recleaning.
garnish.
For the best in Seed Recleaning.
it is not unwise to start more
plants now, to carry on until
In Hopkinsville It's
frost. A popular variety is Marglobe, but Rutgers cracks less
about the stem. This is of advantage in canning tomatoes whole, as
the seed cells are not cut open.
Both are resistant to wilt, and it
is crop insurance to use them
Incorporated
if There is the leaast susupicion of
Phone 1780
Cleveland Ave., Just North of 7th Street
this disease being present. Where
it is known that it is not, the
old stalwart, Stone, commends itself.

Supervisors Named
In This District

Princeton Lumber Co.

SEED RECLEANING

Cayce-Yost Co.

I

on the foot
of every
smart step

,

Is

For bare toes and slender
feet — here's the cutest
wear for play, rambling,
picnic or beach. Designed in white leather, with
smart, tricky straps, and
priced for YOUR budget

*2.95

"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

edi

up to 12 lbs.

TN/6/S OU/2 POLICY
AAID PRIDE —
OUR PATROA/S MUST
BE SAT/SF/ED/
RICHARD DENNING
SHEILA RYAN

EXTRA! EXTRA! NEW SERIAL
-Super Thrills with America's Ace Crime
Itu,ten.
ASPHALT TILE, 9x9 blocks, each
WALLPAPER, per single roll
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS
, per foot

"G-MEN NEVER FORGET"

Sc up
124c up
6Tec

12 Chapters of Daring Action and t

,trment'

SUN. & MON., JUNE 5-6

Of.

A NEW
NIT 1
'

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundre
d board feet....$4.50
This dry and dressed lumber in
pine and hardwoods

„

•I
Plus These Added Treats!
TECHNICOLOR FEATURETTE —
"SUNDAY ROUNDUP
COLOR CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS

We Have On Hand For
Immediate Delivery...

TUES. & WED., JUNE 7-8
Double Feature Program

weet
atellepe

Aftrevnrog

• Jimmy lydet
AI Donohue

PLUS! SECOND FEAT
j. URE
Charged with Excitement!

8 ft.

Team Mowers
Rubber Tire Wagons
Drag Harrows
Cultivators For A and B Tractors
Grain Drills
Hammer Mills
Combines

WASH

PRETTY"

USURIOUS

$7.50 per sq.
65c per gaL
2.79 per gal.

AUT
1)15H
St LV
POTS

MAN IN

MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal.
lots
CASEIN PAINT

GENER

"SITTING

TNAT

HOSIERY TO MATCH

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE

ge

,p to 37 lb..

BUILDING Business

ONAMIT

Fertilizer Distributors
Side Rake
Style 1160

FULL FASHIONED 'NYLON

who might
temeht, but

led more st
,ppm six. I D
'
clusive Self-D-F

"BILL DING'S" Business

Oft_

Style 1180

*2.95

ger iPme
e of cour

Russell's Jewelry

Disc Harrows, 5 ft., 6 ft., 7 ft.,

Here's a sandal for yol.r
lightest mood ... for whizzing about town in air
cooled comfort ... for attracting glances whenever, whereverl All in
white leather. and

black
.1 above anY

SATURDAY, JUNE 4

....LI

add flattery
to your feet
for summer

trai
all the
and the
an unscru

GIFTED...or CURSED...

gest dollar-fordollar buy/

LA TS

tuck
551 A

with

EP
WILLIAM GARGAN

THUR. & FRI., JUNE 9-10
JACK

DORIS

CARSON -DAY
COMING HITS!

.••••
WATCH THIS semi
FOR PLAY DATES

'RRCA

FLYNN

kf:v

Robinson Implement Co.

TARE IN IF

•
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tucky Lake Fishermen Laud Black
s, An Unscrupulous Roughneck
11 the traits of an .sarlsthe usual shorteomuriscrupulous
roughan
black bass stands head
above any other strictly
ter game fish of equal
Of course, there are
• -in-the-wool trout fishho might disagree with
tement, but their arguould not stand up with
the Kentucky Lake
n The explosive energy
werful body and the
in its predatory eye
medicine for any near-

Warren Families To
Make Improvements

lair loud fish and by the -same
token, its savage instinct to kill
its prey with a vicious surge accounts for the heavy impact of
its strike.
The original native habitat of
the largemouth was from Florida
to Mexico, through the Mississippi basin, and into Canada on the
north. Now, thanks to extensive
transplanting, this bold battler
delights anglers in every state in
the Union and many parts of
Canada. Those anglers who know
him well respect him highly, and
those who have not learned to
fool this scaled fighter will find

The lariemouth - a • clifflatIt but ' •
worthwhile puzzle for solving.
A member of the sunfish farni
ly, the largemouth is called by
many names, some of which are
unprintable because they were
coined after this wily rascal had
snapped the line or had managed
to leave some angler's favorite
lure Irretrievably tangled around
a submerged root or snag. Those
names more complimentary or
other origin are black bass, big
mouth, green bass, bronze-bass,
trout, black perch, swam) bass,
Welshman, jumper, and tiger
bass. Color characteristics of the
largemouth will vary greatly de
pendifig upon water condftions
The basic hue is usually close
to ibrassygreen. Since color cannot be taken as a guide in identifying the largemouth from the
EXCLUSIVE
WITH
smallmouth, here are three posi- JAILED VETERAN FREED—Ralph H. D. Fugatt, 29, combat vetertive differences which can be. an jailed fcr debt, joyously embraces his tearful wife at Ruthland,
used:
Vt., (May 25) as they received news that a Memphis, Tenn., cotton
1. Size of mouth and, of course, shipper had paid a $2,682.39 court judgement against Fugatt enablthe largemouth would have the ing him to gain his freedom after two months. Mrs. Fugatt laughed
Every night, at midnight, this
biggest mouth. With the mouth and cried'at same time at the good news. Edward Sanders, who paid
Norge defrosts itself! Current
closed, the jaw hinges or maxil- the judgement against Fugatt, said he "sympathized" at the veterIs turned off,light frost melts
lary bone at. its rear-most ex- an's plight under the old debter's aw.(AP Wirephoto)
from the outside of the
tremity will be directly below
sealed freezer, and highest
the eye of the smallmouth, while Even Pros Ask Advice
refrigerating efficiency is reNew Rochelle, N. Y.—(AP)--on the large mouth the maxillary
stored. You can forget about
extends slightly beyond the eye. Sammy Snead is fed up with the
manual defrosting.
2. On the back of the bass is a people who say "his
putting is
double fin. The front half of
off."
Frankfort, Ky., May 26--An
this dorsal fin is made up of
"There's nothing wrong with intensive
stiff, sharp spines, while the
two-weeks summer
rear part of the fin is of soft my putting," said Snead during training course for Kentucky
bird more storage In samo floor spec* as
spines. The soft and spinous fins the recent Goodall Round-Robin
war six. • Defrosts Itself every night with
National
Guard units, both
of the largemouth are separated tournament. "It's • my driving
sive Salf-D-Froster. • Giant Side Freezer
ground and air, will be given
by a deep notch while those of the that bothers me. I wish somesup to 37 lbs. of frozen food. • Coldpack
this summer at Fort Knox and
smallmouth are separated only one could tell me what I'm doup to 12 lbs. of meat.
New Castle Field, Dover, Delavery slightly. In fact, at times, ing wrong."
ware, Adjutant General Roscoe
they are even slightly connectSneads appeal for help was L.
Murray said today.
ed.
addressed to a writer who has
The fifty-five ground units of
3. Then the third differential trouble breaking 100.
the National Guard training
Phone 3141
check between smallmduth and
largemouth, if you care to make course will be held August 14
it, is by counting the number of to August 28 at Fort Knox. The
six air units will be given trainoblique rows of scales on the ing
at. New Castle Field July 9
biek7The largemouth has
to July 23.
rows while the smallmouth has
Kentucky Guard membership
row totals more than 4,000 ofseventeen.
Spawning takes place in spring ficers and enlisted personnel. It
has shown constant, steady growwhen water temperatures reach
th during the past year and a
about sixty-six or sixty-eight de- half, jumping from 3,200 to 4,grees. A drop in temperature 000 during that period.
may cause postponement of the
Murray said that additional
spawning activity or if very units will be activated when
severe, may even kill the eggs. added funds are made available
Recent findings by fisheries from either federal or state
workers suggest that the length sources.
of the day and the degree of
All sixty-one units of the
light intensity may have con- Guard have been given federal
WASHES DISHES
siderable to do with the begin- recognition, entitling troops to
ning of the spawning period. federal drill pay and other emoSILVERWARE
Time, method, and location of luments.
POTS AND PANS
spawning of the three species
Kentucky's training program
GLASSES
of black bass, as well as beam at Fort Knox last summer drew
and crappie, are very similar high praise from Lt. Gen. L. T.
and follow closely the habit as Gerow, Commanding General of
described for crappie in a re- the Second Army, who visited
cent "Wildlife Notes" column.
the troops while in training.
Bass are economically very
important. More money is spent
Labrador is expected, in the
each year in the United States near future, to produce more
• This is all you do—scrape the dishes, place them
for fishing than for any other than 10,000,000 tons of iron ore
in the General Electric Automatic Dishwasher, add
recreational sport, and a large every year.
detergent, close the cover and—press she coatrol.
part of this expenditure is aimed directly at the black bass.
Grayson county women have
• Automatically, the dishes are rinsed, washed, and
These expenditures have sustain- included improving farm enthen nosed twice again. .. all in water hotter than
ed many a manufacturer of trances and naming farms in
hands can stand. The dishes are a. -dried . . come
fishing tackle, boat liveries, gas their beautifying of home
out sparkling, hygienically dean.
stations, bait dealers, hotels, and grounds.
• Available in three models--Free-standing Autoguides. There is not a resort in
matic Dishwasher (24 in. wide)—Electric Sink (481
America which would be lacking
in. wide)—Droprin Automatic Dishwasher (for inin business if good catches of
stillation in custom-built work surfaces and cabinets).
bass could be made there conASIOmittiC
Pite-ataotbog
(WINKSIINISCO
sistently. Despite the fact, bass
are still caught and sold for their
meat value alone in some areas.
AND MARKERS
$364.95
Electric Sink
GUARANTEED QUALITY
A small amount of leftover
$214.95
Drop-in Automatic Dishwasher
meat may be put through the
Get My Prices Before
food chopper, mixed with a little
tomato catchup or salad dressing
You Buy!
and used as a filling for Frenchtoasted sandwiches. Along with
a bowl of soup and a dessert of
fruit and cookies the sandwiches
Phone 2081
S. Seminary St.
will make an excellent quick
Princeton, Ky.
meal.

SUPER -DE LUXE

NORGE
Self-D-Froster

33113°10 Mere Space

National Guard To
Train This Summer

B. N. LUSBY CO.

INNING
IYAN

ENERAL

MONUMENT

$249.95

3. I on

Improvement plans of Warren county farm families enrolled lit_..the_Yarn$ snd limo Psvelopment Program are noted by
County Agent E. R. Russell in
his April report.
The Marion Eadens family has
rearranged the kitchen, added a
Cabinet and sing and moved a
clothes closet for convenience.
Plans call for putting in a water
system; fencing stock out of the
house yard; terracing, fencing
and rearranging fields, repair of
buildings and purchase of machinery.
The George Wheatcrofts are
planning to remodel their house,
connect to the electric line, build
calf barn and machine shed,
fence hogs away from ponds and
out of cow pasture and otherwise
improve their farm.
The Rex Ellis family is plan-

ning to repair and paint their hogs and corn to grass and livehouse, install electricity, bath stock.
arid water system, and -increase
the size of their poultry flock
to 300.
— Ernest Rector Isplanning in
change his farming system from
Authorized Dealer

H. C. P'POOL

FERGUSON TRACTOR
AND IMP. COMPANY
Arnold Ligon Truck Line

PRINCETON, KY.

Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.

Phones 3226 and 3140

FARM SUPPLIES

Woman's old problem
relieved by 2-way help
What tO do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDUI'S 2-way help.
You see, Cumin may make things
iota easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your tirno" and taken as directed
on the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
it should Improve your appetite,aid
digeation, and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. Comex Is scientifically preDared and scientifically tested. IS
you suffer "at those certain, times%
get Canna today.

Insecticides

Sprays

Arsenate of Lead

Gulf Livestock Spray

Paris Green

Pestroy 200/o DDT

Cubor Dust

Gulf Household Spray

Rotenone Sulphur Dust
Pestroy 10% DDT

PRINCETON LUMBER CO.

W. R. ALLEN

P. 0. Box 534

Phone 2640

Gulf Trak 6% DDT
Weed No More

DDT Powder 50%
Dust Sprayers - -. Fly Spray Guns
Pressure Sprayers - - - Wheelbarrow Sprayers
Red Burn Paint - - - Black Roof Paint
Acme Quality House Paint
White Creosote Paint
Implement Repairs

MEMORIALS

FOR COMPLETE HARDWARE SERVICE

for

SHOP

• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
°GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOD TASTE

HARDWrpa
ARE CO.

ELECTRIC

AUTOMATIC
I5HWA5HER

/Ora&

Pave Eleven

Tenth and Virginia St.
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

Henry & Henry
Phone 3284

Princeton, Ky.

You'll Find All of This
For You—By You—Of You
World, national and state news from the Associated
Press.
Local news--- of your city, your county, your community.
City council proceedings.
News of activities of the county offices.
Local Church news.
City, rural and county school news.
City and county court proceedings.
Farm Bureau News.
4-H Club News.
Club Notes.
Local Social items.
Advertising of wide-awake local merchants.
Marriage and birth records.
Obituary Notices.
Rural news items.
News of neighboring communities.
News of youth organizations.

1948
e40a44 . . .

e04.

permits wider aisles or more
deskrin same floor-space
55"

Classified Ads.

BROADBENT HYBRID SEED CORN
It takes top seed corn performance to win state
corn yield contests. That's why the winners chose
Broadbent's dependable hybrids.
They know that hybrid seed must be correctly
cross-bred to give perfect performance. They
know, too, that only accurately graded, high germinating seed can give the stands necessary to win.
This combination of Broadbent hybrids and
favorable growing conditions will give yon championship performance on your farm, just as It did
the corn yield contest winners.
fl'hotsi you boy seed etwn, bootie* top yields by
asking for a Broadbent Hybrid.

•

WHITE CORE GROWERS: Try Itroadbont 215W,
a now hybrbd, outstanding So yioad and standability
in official Mob at Lox i -tgion and Allans•illo- rho
highest yielidloo off sit 211 footed at A.Ilostortito.
,

E

Associated Press Wire Pictures
Editorials of Local, State and National Interest
Art Metal
55" SPACE-SAVER DESKS
HOWARD D. HAPPY CO.
(Incorporated)
HopkInsville

Over 125,000 homes
protected against termites
by Terminix!
Ask for Into kopoo/loe
si Sow PloP•off
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Phone 3715
astawdrad Itwwwwwwfw
Is,,
,
Toroalals Coop.
As Adfrortlksed la"Me Pest"

TERMINIX

Cartoons & Columns
Plus many other classifications of local news not to be obtained
elsewhere.

Phone XI?

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

PoTwelve
Dt Intel:Ate guLieteaturial minibustion to Gov. Earle Clements,
served in the House from 1938
to 1946. lie was Its speaker in
1944 and 1946.
What the Clinton publisher's
effect on the Clements administration forces in the Howe will
be, provided Waterfield wins in
the heavily Democratic First
House District, has been speculated upon here since the first report ca.me that he would enter
the race.
Clements defeated Waterfield
157,414 to 125,276 in the red-hot

Waterfield Seeks
Old House Seat
Purchase Democratic
Leader Files For
State Representative
sy

A630,1A111U

Pat.••1

Frankfort—Harry Lee Waterfield filed late Tuesday for his
old seat in the Kentucky House
of Representatives.
Waterfield, who lost the 1947

help BOOST it:
Tow cooperation in vsing Dairy Products, is selling
Dairy Products, In producing more and finer Dairy
Products pays real benefits to yourself and to
Kentucky. Consumers, distributors, producers — all
teetthar con make Jun• nnd every month a greater
Dairy milestone in ih• progress of Kentucky's welfer•.

longer, stronger lif• end rigor
— with a pint of III ilk o day
for adults, a guar, a doy for
children I

46,695 Visitors
Register At Dam
Holiday Weekend

More vital nutrition elements

Card Of Thanks

in milk than any other food
— and at lowest penny cost I

KENTUCKY'S
On• of the two biggest
K•ntucky form in-ain•
sources— enriching all K•n.

HALF BILLION DOLLAR
.

DAIRY INDUSTRY

tucky's welfare!

Corip...1 Meeting Al
Claxton Church
I,. Hall will heBy the Associated Press)
inn a gospel meeting at Claxton
The Memorial Day weekend Church of Christ June 19, with
brought death by accidents to at services at 8 o'clock each night.

Holiday Death Toll
Reaches 215 Total

1941 primary.
The First District, comprising
Fulton and Hickman counties,
was represented in 1948 and at
this year's special session by H.
M. Pewitt, Fulton Democrat. He
has already filed for renomina.
tion.
G. Lee McClain of Bardstown, Park Facilities Crowded
former State adjutant general, As Picnickers Overflow
made a bid for the House seat
Area; Many Slept
now held by Mrs. Susan Bond
Rutherford, Lawrenceburg Demo- In Cars
crat. McClain declared for DemoA crowd of 46,695 persons regcrat nominatian in the 32nd Dis- istered to inspect Kentucky Dam
ColinNelson
and
Anderson
trict,
at Gilbertsville over the threeday Memorial holiday.
That figure was made public
by Harold Fischer, superintendent of Kentucky Dam State
Park, late Tuesday.
Mr. Fischer said no count was
made of persons in the area dui'.
ing the period who did not
register to cross the dam.
He reported park facilities
were crowded during the three
days and that crowds of picnickers overflowed into the undeveloped area. Tents and trailers
filled an area between the park
and Tennessee river during the
time.
Private tourist camps did a
booming business and several
private homes were opened to
tourists unable to find lodging
near the dam. Mr. Fisher said
near the dam. Mr. Fischer said
many people slept in their cars.
There was no estimate of visitors to Kentucky Lake or fishermen in either the lake or below Kentucky Dam. Mr. Fischer
said there was a shortage of
fishing boats. There are two
boat docks in the area below the
dam.
The record crowd was approximately 5,000 more than the turnout on Memorial Day week-end,
1948.
There were no reports of accidents or law violations in the
dam area over the holiday, Mr.
Fischer said.
reported
as
was
Fishing
"good"

B. T. DAUM, Prop.

least 371 persons.
As in previous years, traffic
was the biR isillee._ Even before
the homeward trek of travelers
was completed, 228 persons had
lost their lives in highway crashes since 6 p.m. (local time) Friday.
The toll passed the 215 prediction made by the National Safety
Council for the weekend automobile deaths.
At least 80 persons drowned
over the weekend, and an additional 83 died in miscellaneous
accidents.

PAPER PLATES, Diamond
9 inch, doz.
35(
PAPER NAPKINS, Charmin
pkg. of 80 for
9(
VIENNA SAUSAGE, Armour's Star

PAPER FORKS or SPOONS
pkg.
POTTED MEAT, Libtly-s
5'A2 oz. can

1 5(

TUNA FISH, Star Kist, grated
No. 14 can

29c
15C

SARDINES, Sea-lect
15 oz. can
CANDY BARS, all popular Sc
Varieties, 6 for

25(

PEAS, Stokely, Honey Pod
19 oz. can

19(
$ 1 49

FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
19 oz. can
TOMATO SOUP, Heinz,
11 oz. can

1 0(

DEEP BROWN BEANS, Libby'.
fancy, 14 oz. can
TOMATO JUICE, College Inn,
fancy,46 oz. can
TOMATO CATSUP, Stokely,
140*. bottle
SALAD DRESSING, Table Garden
32 oz. jar
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
1 lb. can
AMERICAN CHEESE, Fisher's
2 lb. loaf
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 lb. box
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. can

1 1(
111(
11/(

34
113
69c
41c
20c

1 5(

20c
13c

PRESERVES, Smucker's peach or
apricot, 3 large 32 oz Jars
SWEET POTATOES, Monarch
Large can
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst.
strained, 414 oz can

Kercheval And Shortt
To Attend Firemen's
School June 7-8
Discussion of late closing of a
poolroom was had at Monday
night's meeting of the City Council and the chief of police was
instructed to see that, all such
places observe the city's 11
o'clock deadline hereafter.
It was agreed for Fire Chief
Clyde Kereheval and Fireman
Delmar Shortt to attend a firemen's school to be held in Lexington, June 7 and 8. A speakers'
program of nationally recognized authorities in the fire
service, supplemented by demonstrations and drills, will comprise the main events.
Authority to retire a funding
bond of $1,000, and pay funding
bond interest of $140, due June
1, 1949, was granted.

Livestock Market

•

rehabilitation
outgoing
As
American
of the
chairman
Legion Auxiliary, I take this
means of publicly expressing my
deepest thanks to all those_ydio
have in any way helped us make
the parties at Outwood possible.
This year I especially want to
thank Mrs. Jimmie Ogilvie for
her gracious help with the
parties, and to Miss Macy Wilson Eldred for her untiring efforts in securing refreshments
for these parties we extend our
depest thanks.
Mrs. Claude Anderson
Rehabilitation Chairman ltc

The cattle and hog markets
were up this week as compared
with last week's prices. The
lamb market was down. About
300 fewer head of livestock
were auctioned this week than
last.
TOTAL HEAD-1176
Long Fed Steers—$24-$26
Short Fed Steers—$22-$24
Medium Quality
Butcher Cattle—$20-$23
Baby Beeves—$23-$26
Fat Cows--$16-$19
Canners and Cutters—$13-$16
Bulls—CS-520
Stock Cattle—$19-$24
Feeder Cattle—$20-$24
Milk Cows per Head $1184149
Best Spring Lambs—$31.50
VEALS
No. 1 Veals—$28.80
No. 2 Veals—$28.30
Throwouts—$19.75-$26.90
HOGS
200-230—$20.25
235-280—$19.85
285-400—$18
405 - Up-17.50
120-155—$18.25
160-195--$20
Roughs 450 lb. and Under $16
Roughs over 450 lb. $15.50

59(
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SWITCH TODAY
to the
NEW DAVIS

LUXURY RIDE

11'

New "cushioned" ride on roughest roads! 300 cubic inches
more,alr space soaks up shocks. 12% more rubber on the
road gives you greater gripping power, more stability. No
Other tire gives you this riding luxury plus the extra safety
provided by exclusive Davis Curve Grippers! All popular
sizes. Fit any rim. Big trade-in!

:1645

6.70 x 16
(Replaces
6.00 16). ....

Plus?.

lather Shea — NrncIiuIy

10.1
.
11

CABBAGE, New Tennessee
lb.
YELLOW ONIONS, Texas
3 lbs.
Guaranteed
MOTOR 011,
2 Cal.
From

13c

Stay brighter
longer! Keep a
supply on hand.
See us today!

(14d.
est At

$

.39

100% pure! 25c
9,1• quality.
Fine for "oil
hogs". moncli

New "Wizard IRON
Guaranteed 5 Years!
"Dial the fabric" automatte heat control. 1000.
watt fast-heat element.
Cool handle'
Reg. $8.95 - $7.95
Others $3.19 to $7.95

%STERN AM Associate Store
Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days

can

ties.
Senatorial candidates, and those
now holding the seats, include:
Ben S. Adams, Hopkinsville
Democrat, Sixth District, Christ_
ian and Hopkins counties; C. W.
Maloney, Madisonville Democrat, The first life insurance police
on record was issued in 1583.
is the incumbent.

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
NEW POTATOES, red or white
10 lbs.
LETTUCE, large 4 dox. size
head

eck Says Varm
led To 011ie
oad Is In Fede
id Program
u,no state it

trim, and she walls so gracefully. You

4 oz. can
PIMENTOES, Deep South
4 oz can
CHEWING GUM, all popular Sc
Varieties, 3 for
10(
PEACHES, Hunt's, halves in heavy syrup,
large 29 ox can
EVAPORATED MILK, Sunshine
tall can
COFFEE, Loving Cup,
lb. 40c, 3 lbs.
SHOE STRING POTATOES,0 & C,
4 oz can
CORN, Morristown, white cream
style, 19 oz can
TURNIP GREENS, Nancy Lee, fancy
large 29 oz can
OLIVES, Shufeldt, plain
3 oz bottle'
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice,
lb.
TREET Or PREM
12 oz can
SPICE LUNCH MEAT. Morrell
lb.

Princeton Shoe Co.

it s tetanal, Ler MAIN 1100L alla
Perhaps '

In the first persecutions of
Christians in Rome, under Nero,
the Apostles Peter and Paul were
said to have been martyered.

CHARCOAL
5 lb. bag

church is located on Cadiz
2 miles Athletics's south 6:414
/
Dawson Road, 31
6
of Friendship school house. "stark with cold" ena
it Tierra del Fuego 04
public is invited.
because the natives bit
fires going to keep
Try a Leader Classified Adl
ant
--•

The
and
east
The

Home Owned — Home Operated by

JOE P. WILCOX
PHOtNIE 3414

WE NEED THOUSANDS
OF USED TIRES FOR
RETREADING....

TELL US HOW
MUCH YOU WANT
FOR YOUR OLD
TIRES
•
NO REASONABLE
REFUSED
-1 OFFER

HAMPION race drivers
DEMAND and USE the
SAFEST tire made! That's why
Firestone tires have been on the
winning cars at Indianapolis for
26 consecutive races! What
greater proof is there of
Firestone superiority? You and
your family need the extra
protection that only Firestone
De Luxe Champions give you...
and best of all, these famous
tires cost no more than ordinart
tires! Trade Danger for Safety!
Come in . • • get our extra big
Trade-in Allowance for your old
tires! LET'S TRADE TIRES
TODAY'
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DUNN AND OLIVER
FIRESTONE PRODUCTS — D-X MOTOR OILS, FUEL
Ct. Sq.
•
Phone 2662
S. W. DUNN
R. M. OLIVER
Phone 28
Princeton, Ky.
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